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for a special sneak preview
Get an in-depth look at how we have redefined patient care.
Make your reservations now to attend the Community Open

Community Open House
500 Pasteur Dr • Stanford, CA

House—two days of behind-the-scenes tours, exhibits, family
activities, and complimentary food.
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StanfordHealthCares.com

Beautiful, Single-Story Home
in Menlo Park

Open House 1pm-4pm

2316 Blueridge Avenue, Menlo Park
Bedrooms: 3 | Bathrooms: 2-1/2 | Living: 2,045 sq ft | Lot: .256 Acres

NEW PRICE: $2,975,000

The sellers have moved out...
it’s time for you to move in!

Rich Bassin | 650-400-0502
Rich@BWGpartners.com
DRE 00456815

David Weil | 650-823-3855
David@BWGpartners.com
DRE 01400271

Nick Granoski | 650-269-8556
Nick@BWGpartners.com
DRE 00994196

BWGPartners
Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws.
License Number 01866771. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from
pdtoKOpMOOaOMoO_WBJ_OJtsVBpbdsJOObyOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMOzWsVdts
notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 8/11 | 2–4PM

Charming West Menlo Park
2151 Manzanita Avenue, Menlo Park
Offered at $2,495,000 · 3 Bedrooms · 2 Bathrooms · Home ±1,462 sf · Lot ±6,000 sf

Contemporary Retreat, Pescadero
Offered at $8,000,000

Artfully Designed Haven, Portola Valley

Offered at $12,000,000

Bates Ranch Vineyard, Gilroy
Offered at $14,200,000

Idyllic Equestrian Estate, Woodside
Offered at $26,800,000

Vineyard Estate, Woodside
Offered at $27,900,000

Italian Villa, Woodside
Offered at $39,000,000

#1 Producing Group,
The Dreyfus Group
Golden Gate Sotheby’s
International Realty

Michael Dreyfus

Noelle Queen

650.485.3476

650.427.9211

m.dreyfus@ggsir.com

n.queen@ggsir.com

Top 100 Agent Group
Nationwide, WSJ /
Real Trends

Lic. #01121795

Lic. #01917593
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Visit www.Dreyfus.Group for more ·
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Neighbors brace for battle over Castilleja’s growth plan
After years of buildup, hearings on
divisive project set to kick off on Aug. 14
by Gennady Sheyner
s Palo Alto prepares to
hold its first public hearing next week on Castilleja School’s ambitious proposal
to rebuild its campus, opponents
of the project are pointing to a
new environmental analysis of
the project to bolster their claims
that the project will harm their

A

neighborhood by requiring the
removal of trees and houses.
But Castilleja officials and
the school’s supporters point to
the very same 418-page study as
proof that the plan will not only
expand educational opportunities for young women but also
improve bike safety, enhance

neighborhood design and remove
parked cars from surrounding
streets.
Both views will be on prominent display on Wednesday night,
when the Planning and Transportation Commission considers
the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) for the Castilleja
renovation — a polarizing project
that has transformed the immediate neighborhood into an outpost
for competing messages. On Bryant Street, a row of “We Support

Castilleja” signs along the periphery of the school abruptly gives
way to “CASTILLEJA: PUT
YOUR PROJECT ON HOLD.”
The long and, at times, rancorous lead-up to the Wednesday
hearing has not fazed Nanci Kauffman, Castilleja’s head of school.
Since the draft EIR for the project
came out on July 17, the breadth
of people who feel positive about
this project has broadened considerably, Kauffman told the Weekly
in an interview this week.

“In particular, we feel so positive because people who we really haven’t heard from before are
coming forward and saying, ‘Oh,
now I really understand the project,’” Kauffman said.
But for some neighbors, understanding the project doesn’t necessarily translate into supporting
it. Opponents of the Castilleja
plan, some of whom live right
next to the school, have spent
(continued on page 10)

CRIME

Man in
29-hour
standoff
denied bail

Computer programmer
with illegal high-capacity
magazine in gun deemed
too dangerous for release
by Sue Dremann

The Sequoia board of trustees
discussed KIPP’s application on
Wednesday, expressing some reservations about the potential threat
a charter high school could pose
to the health of existing district
schools — a concern more districts across the state are voicing
as they grapple with the impacts
of a booming charter school movement. California has more charter
schools and students than any other state, accounting for 10% of the
state’s K-12 enrollment.
“One of the concerns that as a
district we’re going to have is to be
sure that the attraction of this high
school would not be cannibalizing
populations of the other small high

Santa Clara County Superior Court judge on Wednesday refused to grant bail to
Adam Allen Smith, an entrepreneur and computer programmer
who barricaded himself in a Palo
Alto home last Friday and forced a
tense, 29-hour standoff with multiple police agencies.
Judge Vincent Chiarello denied
Smith bail after reading a police
report filed in court that showed he
poses a danger to the community.
He also signed a temporary nocontact order protecting Smith’s
then girlfriend, who escaped from
the house prior to the standoff, for
one year or until the case resolves.
Shackled and clad in a jail-issued orange shirt, khaki-colored
pants and sandals, Smith, 29, at
times appeared stunned and tried
not to nod off during his arraignment Wednesday in the Palo Alto
Courthouse. He stared out several
times at the victim’s parents, who
own the Tennessee Lane home
where he had barricaded himself
after an alleged domestic violence
incident against her. He nodded repeatedly at the couple who did not
appear to acknowledge him.
The 28-year-old woman and
Smith had been in a relationship
for five years and had lived together in the house for the past year,
according to court documents. The

(continued on page 14)

(continued on page 13)
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Veronica Weber

Ribbons of hope

Attendees of a vigil at Stanford University, hosted by the Office of Religious Life on Wednesday, wrote messages on ribbons stating
their intentions to confront gun violence, racism and white supremacy following the mass shootings in Gilroy, El Paso, Texas, and
Dayton, Ohio, that occurred within a one-week time span.

EDUCATION

Board struggles with proposed
charter high school

Petition comes as first class of local KIPP students prepare for ninth grade
by Elena Kadvany
ational charter school organization KIPP is seeking to
expand its presence in San
Mateo County with a new high
school that would serve about 650
students when fully enrolled.
KIPP Bay Area Schools, which
locally operates two combination
elementary and middle schools in
East Palo Alto and Redwood City,

N

submitted a petition for the new
school to the Sequoia Union High
School District last June. Next fall,
the first class of local KIPP middle
schoolers will start ninth grade.
Without a KIPP high school, they
will likely attend a traditional high
school in the Sequoia district.
“The students and families of
those schools have been asking for

a continued KIPP option through
high school since these schools
opened,” the charter organization’s application reads. “To that
end, we are committed to working
with students, parents, community
members and the Sequoia Union
High School District to create that
continuous path for students from
kindergarten through college.”
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‘Significant and unavoidable’
means they got problems.
—Rob Levitsky, Emerson Street resident, on
Castilleja school’s growth plan. See story on page 5.

Around Town

HAZY VISION ... Last March,
more than 100 residents and
city leaders packed into Ventura
Community Center to present
ideas for revitalizing a large chunk
of the Ventura neighborhood.
Some talked about the need to
build more housing, while others
raised the prospect of adding park
space or removing the channel
at Matadero Creek. All of these
improvements are now under
consideration as part of the North
Ventura Coordinated Area Plan, a
vision document that the city has
been compiling with a group of
area residents, business owners
and developers known as the
Working Group. Now, however,
there is trouble on the horizon.
Since the March meeting, Palo
Alto officials learned that the most
promising site in the planning area,
the former cannery at 340 Portage
Ave. that houses Fry’s Electronics
and various small businesses, is in
fact a historic structure and that the
site’s owner, Sobrato Organization,
wants to retain the building. One
Working Group member abruptly
resigned after an incident in which
she berated a man in a MAGA hat
at a local Starbucks made national
news. Five of the group’s 14
members have expressed concern
about the current process and
proposed a different approach that
involves multiple subcommittees
and the goal of reaching a
full consensus on a preferred
alternative. The planning process
was initially slated to stretch for
two years, but is now estimated to
take 35 months, with the deadline
currently set for December 2021,
according to a new report from
the Department of Planning and
Community Environment. The
additional work is projected to cost
the city $367,112. The City Council,
which enthusiastically endorsed
the new planning process, will
consider these issues on Aug. 19,
at which point it also will discuss
whether the new vision should
include the preservation of Thomas
Foon Chew’s old cannery or its
redevelopment to accommodate
housing.
A GREATER VOICE ... Palo
Alto officials have complained
for decades about the city’s
representation on the Santa
Clara Valley Transportation
Authority, which ostensibly serves
the entire county but which is
largely dominated by San Jose.
In June, a Santa Clara County

Civil Grand Jury report largely
confirmed the city’s position when
it had determined that the transit
agency’s leadership structure is,
to paraphrase the report, an utter
mess. The scathing report notes
that the board suffers from a lack
of experience by its members,
domination by representatives
from San Jose and conflicts of
interest by members who must
balance their fiduciary duties
to the VTA with demands from
local communities. Later this
month, the Palo Alto City Council
will consider approving a letter
signed by Mayor Eric Filseth that
makes a case for changing how
board seats are meted out. While
Filseth noted that smaller cities like
Palo Alto currently don’t have a
consensus position on the issue,
he argued that VTA’s governance
should be based not just on cities’
populations (as is the case today)
but also on employment and
sales-tax generation. “As a major
employment center and sales tax
generator at the edge of VTA’s
service territory, Palo Alto has
historically been underrepresented
in VTA policy decision in ways that
do not serve the travelling public,”
the city’s response to the grand
jury states. The letter proposes
having the VTA provide funding
to a regional group, such as the
Cities Association of Santa
Clara County, so that the various
cities that don’t currently have
representation on the VTA board
can have a “thoughtful discussion”
about possible alternatives.

GROUNDBREAKING THEORY
... Stanford University visiting
professor Daniel Z. Freeman
was one of three physicists who
won the 2020 Breakthrough
Prize in Fundamental Physics,
the selection committee
announced Tuesday. Freeman,
along with Sergio Ferrara of
the European Organization for
Nuclear Research and Peter
van Nieuwenhuizen of Stony
Brook University in New York,
were recognized for the 1976
theory of “supergravity.” “The
discovery of supergravity was the
beginning of including quantum
variables in describing the
dynamics of spacetime,” said
Edward Witten, the chair of the
selection committee. The trio
will be honored at a ceremony
this November at at NASA Ames
Research Center’s Hangar One in
Mountain View. Q

Upfront
CRIME

News Digest

Report: Palo Alto sees drop
in major crimes

Palo Alto Art Center looks to double fundraising

Police Department’s annual report shows assaults and vehicle thefts
on the decline, traffic citations on the rise
by Gennady Sheyner
ollowing a two-week period of intense public scrutiny, the Palo Alto Police
Department this week released
its 2018 Annual Report, a document that details crime trends
and highlights recent department
changes.
The department released the
report on Tuesday, just in time
for National Night Out, an event
that Police Chief Robert Jonsen
brought back last year and that
culminated in about 300 community members attending a block
party in front of the police station
— one of about 12 neighborhood
events that took place in the city.
According to the report, the
number of arrests in Palo Alto
has ticked down slightly, from
2,631 in 2017 to 2,602 in 2018.
At the same time, the number
of traffic citations rose sharply,

F

from 5,807 to 8,245. The report
attributes that to the return of the
department’s full-time traffic
team, which Jonsen reintroduced
in July 2018. The report notes
that the team will be expanding
this year, with the addition of a
motorcycle-riding traffic sergeant to supervise the team and
act as its third member.
The team made an extra effort
to ensure bike safety and issued
a record number of citations for
children failing to wear bike
helmets, the report states. As a
result, the December 2018 “bike
diversion” class was the first
such class in over a decade that
reached its attendance limit, with
53 students attending the class to
have their citations dismissed.
The report also showed crime
rates dropping or remaining the
same between 2017 and 2018

in six of eight major categories:
robberies, rapes, assaults, larceny
and vehicle thefts (the number of
homicides was at zero in both
years). The two categories where
there has been an uptick were
arson (nine in 2018 versus six in
2017) and burglary (234 in 2018
and 215 in 2017).
“While crime tends to be cyclical in nature ... one thing that
remains constant is that Palo
Alto is a safe city that continues
to have a very low rate of violent crime per capita,” the report
states.
The report’s release follows a
two-week period in which the department has been under a bright
spotlight, for better or worse. On
July 24, an attorney for Gustavo
Alvarez, resident of Buena Vista
(continued on page 10)

Police, community team up for annual block parties
he Palo Alto Police Department, Fire Department and the Office of
Emergency Services (OES)
hosted the second annual National Night Out throughout
Palo Alto Tuesday night. The
nationwide campaign, which
aims to improve communitypolice relations, was absent
from Palo Alto for over a decade until last year, when the
Palo Alto police department
revived it.
More than 300 community
members attended the main
block party, held in front of
the Palo Alto police headquarters at 275 Forest Ave. Public
safety representatives were
there to mingle with community members and answer
questions. Officers served
pizza and distributed policethemed mugs, emergency
supplies and trading cards.
Officers also visited 11 neighborhoods that were hosting
their own National Night Out
block parties.
“Normally, when you have
interactions with police, either
you’re a victim of a crime or
you’re a suspect of a crime, or
you’re getting a traffic ticket
or you’re a witness to a crime,
so it’s events like these that
really help connect us with
our neighbors and the people
that we serve,” said Palo Alto
Police Department Public Affairs Manager Janine De la
Vega.
There were also several

T

vehicles on display, including
a fire truck and a police motorcycle for people to view and
explore. Children were permitted to try on a pair of boots
and a helmet that the firefighters use and climb inside the
truck and ring the bell.
Office of Emergency Services Chief Ken Dueker said
that National Night Out is
beneficial for both communities and police officers.
“It’s a chance for us to tell
our side of the story and show
people that we are human, and
most of us are doing this job
for good, pure reasons, and
we want to help people,” he
said. It also gives officers, especially those who don’t live
in the community, a chance

Veronica Weber

Cathie Foster, center, looks on as Mike Ortiz, left, an operator/
paramedic for the Palo Alto Fire Department, shows Enzo
Diolaiti, 5, his helmet while he talks about his work as a
firefighter during National Night Out on Aug. 6.

to connect with the people
around them and interact with
them outside a law enforcement setting.
“We’re part of the community too,” he said. “Because
it’s so expensive to live here,
many of our people live far
away. It doesn’t mean they
can’t serve the community, it
just means they may not know
the community like we do, because we’re from here.”
Dilek Simtk, who brought
her daughter to the event,
said she wanted her daughter
to understand that police and
firefighters are there to help.
“I want to make her familiar
with them, not fear them,” she
said. Q
— Maya Holman

Since its inception 50 years ago, the Palo Alto Art Center has become well known locally for its funky and popular array of children’s
classes and exhibits.
Now, the foundation that helps pay for these offerings is preparing
to devote more energy to a less glamorous art: fundraising. The group
has just adopted a new strategic plan that calls for doubling its annual
revenues, with the goal of bringing in $1.4 million a year by 2025.
This will be done through a series of annual increases of about 15%,
according to the plan.
The goal, according to foundation board members, is to significantly increase the offerings at the center, which opened at Rinconada
Park in 1971, with the goal of reaching more residents and increasing
engagement. As part of that effort, the Art Center plans to partner on
future exhibits with other local nonprofits, including Pets In Need,
which recently took over operations at the local animal shelter, and
the Junior Museum and Zoo, a Rinconada Park fixture that is now
undergoing an expansion and renovation.
On Monday, the foundation presented its plan to the City Council.
The plan lays out three priorities: heightening community engagement, increasing financial sustainability and strengthening the Art
Center’s leadership capacity.
The strategic plan notes that as part of its effort to reach a broad and
diverse audience, the Art Center already offers many programs at no
cost to the public, as well as programs such as Cultural Kaleidoscope
and Project Look, which offer exhibits in area schools. The plan also
notes that some programs at the center, including the Great Glass
Pumpkin Patch, draw families from around the Bay Area and beyond.
To further heighten community engagement, the plan proposes that
the Art Center participate in community conversations and provide
scholarships to open doors to participants who can’t afford fees. Vice
Mayor Adrian Fine also suggested that the Art Center take some of
its exhibits to other parts of the city.
Councilwoman Lydia Kou also suggested that the organization expand its partnership with local nonprofits to include organizations
that serve seniors and individuals with disabilities. She pointed to
organizations such as Abilities United, the Magical Bridge and La
Comida as examples.
The foundation’s revenues have already been on an upward trajectory, going from about $500,000 in fiscal year 2014 to more than
$800,000 in fiscal year 2019. Its visitor numbers have also been on the
rise, going from about 60,000 in 2014 to more than 120,000 in 2018
and 2019, according to the foundation’s data.
Even with the fundraising, the Art Center still gets the bulk of its
funding from the city, which provides about $1.3 million in annual
funds and in-kind services for maintaining the facility, which underwent a major renovation in 2012.
Now, the council and the foundation hope the next five years will
bring further growth, in both visitors and revenues. Councilman Tom
DuBois said he supported all of the foundation’s new goals, noting
that success of one will likely help the others.
“If you heighten community engagement, you should be able to
raise more funds,” DuBois said. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

State launches $50M mental health program

The California State Legislature is calling on local school districts
to come up with new ways to fill big gaps in mental health care for
children and teens, setting aside $50 million this year for schools
willing to try new ways of detecting and preventing mental illness
through campus-based services.
The Mental Health Student Services Act, established through
budget legislation this year, launches a grant program where county
behavioral health departments — largely responsible for publicly
funded mental health care — can partner with local schools to create
campus-based mental health services. The goal is to reach students
before mental illness becomes severe and disabling, preventing suicide, dropouts, homelessness and suffering.
The act builds on a common trend among California lawmakers,
who have sought over the last three years to migrate the role of mental
health care from the clinic to the classroom. Services provided on
campus could serve as the first line of defense, with the potential to
detect mental health conditions long before they worsen. Studies have
found that close to half of all mental health conditions start by age 14,
rising to three-fourths by age 24.
Santa Clara County Superintendent Mary Ann Dewan said she
is prepared to pursue the funding. The shift toward school-based
mental health has been driven by school leaders and school board
members who understand the increasing need for student services,
she said. A child’s wellness affects how well they perform in school,
she said, and many schools have already launched in-house mental
health initiatives. Q
—Kevin Forestieri
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Upfront
DEVELOPMENT

Retail, 17 housing units planned for former restaurant parcel on El Camino Real
by Gennady Sheyner
proposal to build a
mixed-use development
with 17 condominiums
at the site of the former Compadres restaurant received the
final green light from the Palo
Alto City Council this week.
The project, which was first
proposed more than two years
ago, cleared the last hurdle in
the city’s extensive approval
process on Monday night, when
the council swiftly and unanimously approved the final map
for the new development at 3877
El Camino Real. The vote was
largely procedural, given that
the council had previously voted
to approve the tentative plan and
the “site and design” application
for the project.
The city’s Planning and Transportation Commission and Architectural Review Board had
each voted to support the project
last year.
The L-shaped development at
El Camino and Curtner Avenue
will include a three-story building fronting El Camino Real that

A

will include 4,676 square feet of
commercial space and six residential units. Eleven townhouses
would be built behind this building and a parking lot would be
built underground, according to
project plans.
The council’s vote concludes
what has been a long but relatively smooth approval process
for the project applicant, Zijin
LLC. The project generated
some concern in early 2017,
when some residents suggested
that the Compadres building
may have historic significance
and, as such, may warrant preservation. The city hired a consultant to study the issue, who
concluded that the building is
not historically significant.
During their review in March
2017, most planning commissioners enthusiastically supported the
project, which Commissioner Ed
Lauing called “an amazing project in a ridiculous setting” and
which Commissioner Michael
Alcheck called “refreshing.”
“I honestly can’t remember

the last time we looked at a
multifamily project,” Alcheck
said at the March 2017 meeting.
“It’s delightful to be considering a housing project on this
commission.”
The council similarly signaled
its support, both in December 2018, when it approved the
tentative subdivision map, and
on Monday, when it approved
the final map. Both unanimous
votes came on the “consent calendar” and, as such, did not feature any debate or discussion.
The project is slated to go up
on an eclectic block with a mix of
uses, including two-story apartment buildings, a Starbucks and
an automobile oil changer. Mark
Wommack, director of architecture at Environmental Innovations
in Design, wrote in the project
description that the design of the
project will “transform this blighted parcel into a vibrant and sustainable mixed-use community.”
“The project will complement
and support the existing urban
fabric, and will be harmonious

The Palo Alto City Council approved on Aug. 5 the final map for a
mixed-use development with 17 condominiums at 3877 El Camino
Real, the former site of Compadres restaurant.
with the new developments underway in close proximity to our
site,” Wommack wrote. “The
commercial spaces within the
mixed-use structure will contribute significantly to the revitalization of El Camino Real.”
The building will include retail on two levels and an opening onto a large open courtyard,

Wommack wrote.
The housing will be a mix of
two-bedroom flats and threebedroom townhomes, with two
units designated for affordable
housing, according to the project
description. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Correction

The Aug. 2 story, “More Youth are Seeking Counseling,” misidentified
Joel Oberstar, Bay Area Clinical Associate psychiatrist and vice
president of operations. The Weekly regrets the error. To request a
clarification or correction, contact Editor Jocelyn Dong at jdong@
paweekly.com, 650-326-8210 or P.O. Box 1610, Palo Alto 94302.

TREES • EDUCATION • ADVOCACY

TAKE ACTION FOR TREES
BECOME A CANOPY CERTIFIED
COMMUNITY FORESTER
COMMUNITY FORESTRY SCHOOL
JOIN THE 2019 COHORT!
8 WEEKS | WEDNESDAYS | SEP 11 TO OCT 30
6:00 TO 8:30 PM
$120
TREE SELECTION • TREE PLANTING METHODS • PRUNING • COMMUNITY ADVOCACY

APPLY TODAY!
CANOPY.ORG
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Rendering by Environmental Innovations in Design

Redevelopment of Compadres site
wins final approval

Stanford Hospital is once again
ranked one of the best hospitals in the
nation by U.S. News & World Report
Ranking in U.S. News & World Report based on quality, patient safety, and reputation

The national ranking confirms Stanford Hospital’s superior quality, safety, and service. The ranking scores
the hospital among more than 4,500 surveyed hospitals and is based on outstanding performance across 10 clinical
programs. Stanford Medicine is known around the world as a leader in innovation and comprehensive care.
This recognition is a tribute to our physicians, nurses, and staff for their world-class care of patients and their families.

Proudly ranked in 10 specialties
Cancer • Cardiology & Heart Surgery • Ear, Nose & Throat • Geriatrics • Gynecology
Nephrology • Neurology & Neurosurgery • Orthopaedics • Pulmonology & Lung Surgery • Urology
www.PaloAltoOnline.com • Palo Alto Weekly • August 9, 2019 • Page 9

Upfront

Crime
(continued from page 7)

Mobile Home Park, released surveillance footage to the Weekly
showing Palo Alto officers insulting Alvarez and slamming
him onto the hood of a car during a February 2018 arrest. Alvarez is now suing the city in federal court for illegal use of force
and for violating his civil rights.
On Monday, several residents
attended the City Council meeting
to voice concern about the police
conduct in the Alvarez case. Some
cited comments from the officers
at the scene, including an officer
referring to people like Alvarez
as “lowlifes.” One resident, Ava
Lindstrom, said she was terribly
concerned about the officers’ conduct and that it warrants further
investigation. Caitlyn Marianacci,
who had previously worked at the
Palo Alto Art Center, said she was
“horrified” by the officers’ conduct, which she called “reprehensible and inhumane.”

Despite the recent lawsuit over
Alvarez’s arrest, police say use
of force is extremely rare. Of the
2,602 individuals who were arrested in 2018, officers exerted
force in 11 incidents — a rate of
0.004%, according to the annual
report. The low number, the report states, “is a testament to the
professionalism of our officers
and their ability to de-escalate
tense situations and gain compliance without using force.” (That
said, in at least one case, that of
Alvarez, the use of force was not
reported in the police reports).
Jonsen said the 2018 document
marks the first time the department has produced an annual report in many years. When asked
to respond to residents’ comments at the Monday meeting,
Jonsen pointed to his message
in the report, which lays out his
expectations for the department.
This includes being “excellent in
everything we do.”
“I expect us to proactively
enforce the law and to serve
this special community with

European Automotive
Repair Shop in Palo Alto
Quality, Integrity, Technology

WHERE HI-TECH MEETS HIGH TOUCH
At ECar Garage, we are committed to serving you
with integrity and high quality workmanship using
the latest automotive technology.

15% off

Any Service

Valid for BMW, Porsche, Audi, Jaguar, Land Rover, Mini, Mercedes Benz, Maserati,
Lamborghini and Volkswagen models. Free wiper blades on service over $500.
*HUUV[ILJVTIPULK^P[OV[OLYVɈLYVYZWLJPHS7SLHZLWYLZLU[VɈLY\WVU]PZP[

WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS FOR UP TO
24 MONTHS OR 24,000 MILES

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT

(650) 493-7877

439 LAMBERT AVE., PALO ALTO
www.ecargarage.com | 650-493-7877
contact@ecargarage.com
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professionalism and respect,”
Jonsen wrote. “I expect us to
positively engage our residents,
business owners and visitors
whenever we can. All of these
things will help us to build trust
and legitimacy.”
The new report also offers information about the department’s
services and divisions, many of
which were involved during
last weekend’s 29-hour standoff
with a man accused of domestic
violence who barricaded himself inside a Charleston Meadows home. The man, who police
said wielded an unregistered
gun loaded with an illegal highcapacity magazine, was taken
into custody after a coordinated
response that involved the department’s SWAT and Crisis Negotiations teams, police canines
and the use of tear gas and lessthan-lethal force on the man. No
one else was hurt.
During the standoff, residents
thanked officers for securing the
area and keeping them secure.
After the incident concluded,

Castilleja
(continued from page 5)

several years talking about the
project’s potential to damage
their neighborhood, particularly
if the school moves ahead with
its plan to build an underground
garage.
For them, the draft EIR’s findings that the project would create three “significant and unavoidable” impacts relating to
transportation is proof that the
project, as presented, should be a
nonstarter. The document, while
finding the Castilleja project
is generally consistent with the
city’s Comprehensive Plan, also
concluded that it would have a
significant and unavoidable impact in the land-use category by
creating “land-use incompatibility or physically divide an established community.”
Rob Levitsky, who owns a
house on Emerson Street, near
the school, offered a long list
of concerns about the proposed
renovation, which would take
place over four phases and which
would involve, in the first phase,
the demolition of two homes on

CRIME TRENDS
2018

2017

2016

Homicide

0

0

1

Rape

6

11

10

Robbery

30

39

28

Assault

38

40

35

Burglary

234

215

221

Larceny

1,197

1,477

1,161

Car theft

83

92

65

9

6

8

8,245

5,807

6,923

Arson
Traffic citations

*Source: Palo Alto Police Department 2018 Annual Report

many took to social media to
thank the department, said Janine De la Vega, the department’s public affairs manager.
“It was a very tense situation and they were able to resolve it peacefully ... People
were thanking us that the situation was able to be resolved

peacefully and they counted on
us,” De la Vega told the Weekly
during Tuesday’s National Night
Out event. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
Editorial Intern Maya Homan
contributed to this report.

the north side of the campus and
the construction of the garage.
His top concerns include the project’s impacts on neighborhood
trees, houses and underground
utilities, which he fears could be
damaged by Castilleja’s planned
underground infrastructure.
“They would destroy this
block of Emerson,” said Levitsky, a member of the citizens
group PNQLnow.org, which was
formed in opposition to the Castilleja application (the acronym
stands for “Preserve Neighborhood Quality of Life”). “There’s
only three houses on the east side
of Emerson and they’d knock
down two of them. And they’re
supposed to put in a park that no
one is asking for.”
Levitsky also took some issues
with the new draft EIR, which he
noted does not have a Biological Resources chapter and does
not offer any alternatives for the
project that would preclude tree
removal.
The city did study the project’s
impact on trees in an “Initial
Study,” prior to the draft EIR’s
publication. That study had proposed two mitigation strategies to
be incorporated into the EIR to

ensure adequate tree protection.
Under the mitigation measures,
trees that are deemed “protected”
under city code would have to be
replaced on an “inch-for-inch basis” with trees of the same species. For those that are not protected, replacement planting must
be sufficient to provide “no net
loss” of canopy 10 years after the
removal.
Chief Planning Official Amy
French said these measures,
which were identified in 2017,
will be placed on the Castilleja
project if the council decides to
approve it or an alternative. And
while the draft EIR does not have
a Biological Resources chapter,
the Land Use chapter does include the proposed mitigations
for tree removals, she noted.
Castilleja officials said the
draft EIR’s findings of “significant and unavoidable” impacts
mean that there’s more work to
be done in modifying the plans,
which they said they are willing
to do.
“We want this plan to be positive in every way imaginable and
still allow us to modernize our
facility and educate more girls ...
We’ll be ready to compromise in
any way we have to,” Kauffman
said.
But for Levitsky and other
members of PNQLNow.org,
any compromise would have
to include scrapping the garage
entirely and coming up with a
new project that would not have
the types of impacts identified
in the environmental-analysis
document.
“’Significant and unavoidable’
means they got problems,” Levitsky said. “We never objected to
them doing some remodeling, to
change some buildings they have
into more classrooms. However,
we ask for a compliant project.
Follow the rules.”

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (Aug. 5)

Palo Alto Art Center: The council held a study session with the Palo Alto
Art Center Foundation to discuss the foundation’s and the Art Center’s new
strategic plan. Action: None

Utilities Advisory Commission (Aug. 7)

Electricity: The commission discussed the city’s renewable portfolio standard
compliance strategy. Action: None
Water: The board commission heard a presentation about the reliability of the
city’s water supply. Action: None

LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com/square

(continued on page 12)
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SEE AND LEARN MORE AT: MOONVALLEYNURSERIES.COM

Wholesale
Open to Public

520 Rucker Ave, Gilroy, CA 95020
eU

199.99 trip charge delivers any order within 20 mile radius of nursery. Other areas higher.

$

408.357.9575
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MON-SAT 7:30 - 6 | SUNDAY 9 - 5

MENLO PARK, MOUNTAIN VIEW, PALO ALTO,
PLEASANTON PLUS ENTIRE BAY AREA
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Now serving the
entire Bay Area!

LIVE OAK
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25+ YEARS IN CALIFORNIA!
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*Buy 6 trees at regular retail price and get a free tree equal to the lowest priced tree purchased. Not valid with other offers.
Ends August 31, 2019.
Free planting offer valid for specimen trees and larger. Crane and equipment included up to 60’. Not valid with any other offers. Some restrictions apply. Excludes packages and wholesale prices.
50% off discount is from original box price. Unless noted, ad is valid 10 days from issue date and all offers are for in stock items. Pricing applies to the locations listed. Other areas may vary.
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Upfront

Public Agenda

Castilleja

A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week

Andie Reed, a member of
PNQLnow.org, also said she
would like to see the garage
dropped from the plan. She also
disputed the draft EIR’s finding
that Castilleja’s project would
not have a significant impact on
neighborhood aesthetics.
“They’re taking down twothirds of a block — and it is a
short block,” Reid said, referring
to the removal of the two Emerson homes. “And they state that
the project will not substantially
alter the visual character of the
surrounding area. How can you
come to that conclusion? Would
a reasonable person draw that
conclusion?”
In the weeks leading up to the
Wednesday meeting, residents
both opposing and supporting
the Castilleja project have been
submitting letters to make their
case. Diana Darcy, a resident of
Harker Avenue, argued in a letter that there is “no clear benefit
to our community from allowing
an expansion of Castilleja” and
that the draft EIR proves that the
school’s expansion would cause
many problems for the city, including more traffic.
Hank Sousa, who lives on Melville Avenue, noted that Palo Alto’s logo is a large redwood and
suggested in a letter that it would

CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to adopt on its consent calendar
a $1.5 million contract for street maintenance, a utility contract with
DirectApps, Inc. and a resolution updating standards for wireless
communication facilities in the public right of way. The council will then
go into closed session to discuss existing litigation, City of Palo Alto v.
Tze; and Mahmoud Elsayed v. City of Palo Alto, as well as to conduct
performance evaluations for the city manager, the city attorney and the
city clerk. The meeting will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 12, in the
Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave. The closed session
is scheduled to start at about 5:30 p.m. or as soon as possible after the
consent calendar items are adopted.
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission
plans to hold a public hearing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report
for the Castilleja School Project, which involves rebuilding school
facilities, constructing an underground garage and gradually increasing
student enrollment from 430 to 540. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on
Wednesday, Aug. 14, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton
Ave.
CITY/SCHOOL LIAISON COMMITTEE ... The committee plans to meet at
8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Aug. 15, in the Community Meeting Room at City
Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave. The agenda was not available by press time.
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board plans to consider 788
San Antonio Ave., a proposal to demolish an existing commercial building
and construct a mixed-use building with 102 residential units and 1,780
square feet of commercial space; and 180 El Camino Real, a proposal
for façade improvements at L’Occitane in Stanord Shopping Center.
The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Aug. 15, in the Council
Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The school board will hold a retreat to
discuss 2019-20 goals and metrics through the district-wide “PAUSD
Promise” plan, the redevelopment of Cubberley Community Center
and board committee structure and functions, among other items. The
meeting is from 1-5:30 p.m., on Friday, Aug. 16, at the district office, 25
Churchill Ave.

(continued from page 10)

be “out of character for the City
of Palo Alto to give permission to
Castilleja to build an underground
garage, demolishing housing and
mature trees, that will change the
look and feel of this block.”
Peter Costello, who lives on
Emerson and whose daughter
graduated from Castilleja, suggested that the school’s proposal
is more consistent with commercial zoning than with the residential neighborhood in which the
school is situated.
“I support great education, but
Castilleja should not be granted
an increase in enrollment, and
their redevelopment proposals
must be evaluated taking into account all of the proposed square
footage — both above and
below grade,” CostellR wrote.
Not all neighbors feel that way.
Kauffman pointed to the support
the school has received from
neighbors on Bryant Street. She
underscored that the new plan
would not increase the massing
or the total development on campus (which is true if one does not
count underground construction).
And while the plan calls for ultimately raising enrollment from
the current level of 430 to 540,
that increase would only occur if
the school succeeds in keeping
traffic at current levels.
She noted that Castilleja already has in place numerous programs to mitigate traffic, including a requirement that employees

use alternative travel modes at
least three days per week or park
remotely five days per week.
The new plan calls for additional
measures, such as new shuttles
and off-site spots for students
to be dropped and a designated
transportation coordinator.
Numerous neighbors have
lauded Castilleja’s efforts to
lessen its traffic impacts and
have urged the city to support the
school’s application.
Roy Mayan, a Byron Street
resident, called the school “an asset to the community” and said
he has faith that the school will
work with the city to mitigate any
negative impacts. Nancy Tuck,
who lives on Melville, called
Castilleja a “stellar neighbor”
and said the school is sensitive to
its surroundings. In a public letter, Tuck wrote that she has “never suffered a single moment from
traffic, noise, or parking due to
the Castilleja students or activities.” Many of her neighbors feel
the same way, she wrote.
“The NIMBYism that is prevalent with a mostly older, retired
and nonnegotiable subset of
Palo Alto is offensive,” Tuck
wrote. “These people are fighting this issue like it’s a proposal
for a Navigation Center for the
mentally ill and drug addicted
homeless.”Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Investing in a free public commuter shuttle network
that provides over 3 million rides per year.
So everyone has a better commute.
Stanford has called Santa Clara County home for 128 years. That’s why we’re investing in critical local transportation projects to provide more
alternatives to traditional commutes. In fact, since 2003, the university has reduced the percentage of single-occupancy vehicle commuters
to and from campus from 69% to 43% today. We're finding sustainable solutions to help the community get to where they need to go.
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step outside and leave the gun inside. The Special Weapons and
Tactics (SWAT) and Crisis Negotiation teams both responded and
tried to get him out of the house,
but he repeatedly said that he
would shoot anyone who entered
the residence to arrest him, according to the news release.
At one point in the negotiations,
the police sent a surveillance robot
equipped with a camera and communications capabilities to peer
into his home. Officers observed
Smith lying on his bed mumbling
with the handgun beside him.
The officer tried to converse with
Smith through the robot’s speakers. Smith “flipped off” the robot instead and left the bedroom
a short time later. Officers then
sent the robot into the house. As it
moved through the hallway, Smith
allegedly shot the robot, damaging
it. Smith could be heard making
threats that he would shoot anyone who came in the house and
the only way the event would end
is if police left or he died.
Further attempts by officers to
speak with Smith were met by an
extended middle finger, according
to their report.
The negotiations continued into
late Friday night, with police cordoning off the area and blocking it
to vehicles. During the overnight
hours, the Mountain View Los
Altos Regional SWAT Team and
hostage negotiators came to relieve Palo Alto officers.
Jack Sweeney, who lives on
Wilkie Way, said he heard the officers negotiating with the man
until about 1:30 a.m. Saturday,
at which point the talks abruptly
shut down. He said he had heard
what sounded like flash bombs,
as well as blaring sirens and loud
countdowns.
On Saturday, police asked residents of the Carolina Lane home
that abuts the backyard of the
Tennessee Lane residence to leave
during the operation as the SWAT
team positioned itself in the house
and on the roof, said one resident,
who briefly returned to the scene
on Saturday.
The negotiations resumed late
Saturday morning and began to
escalate after noon, when paramedics and fire trucks moved
their vehicles closer to the Tennessee Lane home. Officers who
wore tactical gear and SWAT
team vests surrounded the house
and crisis negotiators continued

to press Smith to come out of
the house with his hands up. The
bomb squad from the Santa Clara
County Sheriff’s Office arrived to
deliver equipment and render assistance and San Mateo County
Sheriff Office’s K-9 unit joined
the action.
“We are not going anywhere.
We are worried about you. You’ve
been here for more than 24 hours,”
an officer with a megaphone could
be heard telling Smith. “We want
you to come out without your gun.
Come out and talk to us.”
Six loud banging sounds and a
blaring siren could be heard from
just outside the house, as negotiators continued to call for Smith to
come out with his hands up and to
leave the gun inside.
“Adam, I want you to come

The 29-hour standoff took place
on the 300 block of Tennessee
Lane.

out in the back of the house with
your hands up and nothing in your
hands,” an officer repeatedly said.
“Come out peacefully.”
As the negotiations unfolded,
detectives obtained a warrant for
Smith’s arrest and a gun violence
restraining order, requiring him to
surrender his gun, according to a
news release.
SWAT team members fired
multiple rounds of tear gas into
the home. Even with the chemical agent, Smith remained in the
house for the next 15 minutes, as
officers told him they would get
him water and medical attention
if he came out. Smith poured water over his head in an attempt to
neutralize the effects of the gas,
police observed. When Smith exited through the back door, he did
not comply with arrest commands.
Police fired a less-lethal projectile
at him, hitting him in the torso,
they said. After a brief scuffle, officers took him into custody and

Kristin Brown

Palo Alto police officers and a SWAT team respond to a home where a
man accused of domestic violence barricaded himself inside on Aug. 2.

Veronica Weber

woman and Smith had become
increasingly estranged in the past
couple of months. She had suggested he move out and that she
didn’t want to be his girlfriend, but
he did not leave, according to the
police investigation.
On the night of Thursday, Aug.
1, the couple argued after she and
a friend visiting from Wisconsin
tried to find a water leak at the
home. Smith wanted them to call
a plumber and began yelling at
both women when they wouldn’t
take his advice, according to the
report. Smith demanded the victim’s friend leave and threatened
to physically throw her out. He
threatened to call the police to
have the friend removed for trespassing. The friend did not leave,
and he did not call police that
night.
The next morning, Smith asked
the woman when her friend would
be leaving. She told him that her
friend was welcome at the home,
according to court documents.
Smith then told her that he wanted
to delete the friend’s passcode to
the electronic front door, as well
as other users’ passcodes. The
information is controlled through
the victim’s cellphone, so she tried
to lock herself in the bathroom
to prevent him from taking her
phone, she told police. Smith was
able to follow her into the bathroom and put both hands around
her neck, squeezing, she told police. The victim fought back, elbowing and kicking Smith. With
one hand on her neck, he was able
to take the phone from her and
backed away.
The friend awoke after hearing
the struggle during which Smith
allegedly pushed the woman several times into walls. At times, her
head struck the glass door of the
shower stall, according to court
documents.
The victim went into the bedroom where her friend was staying, locked the door and called
911 at 9:18 a.m. on Friday, Aug.
2. Smith, who knew the women
were on the phone with police, allegedly told them through the door
that they should tell police that if
anyone entered the house, he had
a loaded gun, court documents
stated.
Police told the women to escape
through the bedroom window,
where they met arriving officers.
Smith’s then girlfriend, who had
visible neck injuries, was treated
by Palo Alto Fire Department
paramedics and released at the
scene, according to the police
report.
During the Aug. 2 incident,
after the victim and her friend
called police, Smith, who is originally from Louisiana, engaged in
a standoff with officers after they
saw him through a window holding a handgun, according to police. The tense showdown began
at about 10 a.m. and concluded the
next day at about 2:45 p.m.
Smith repeatedly rebuffed or
ignored officers’ requests that he
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Standoff

ushered him into the back of an
awaiting SUV.
He was taken to Stanford Hospital and was treated for minor
injuries. Police served him with
an emergency restraining order
that prevents him from having
any contact with the 28-year-old
woman and to immediately vacate
the residence and another address
in Redwood City, according to
court documents.
Investigators found an unregistered 45-caliber handgun loaded
with a 13-round, illegal highcapacity magazine and two other
13-round magazines in the house,
according to police. On the exterior of the gun case was a sticker
that stated, “Not legal in California and w/high capacity magazine,” according to police.
Smith has been charged with
one count each of resisting arrest;
an enhancement of using a firearm
to commit a felony; exhibiting a
firearm or deadly weapon to resist
arrest; inflicting corporal injury;
false imprisonment; vandalism
with damage greater than $400;
misdemeanor battery on a spouse,
ex-spouse, date, or companion;
and a “three strikes” enhancement
for use of a weapon.
Smith, who will be assigned a
public defender, is scheduled to
enter a plea on Aug. 27. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.
Staff writer Gennady Sheyner
contributed to this report.

Stanford pediatricians, now in your neighborhood
at Peninsula Pediatric Medical Group
Access to Excellence.
genpeds.stanfordchildrens.org
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Charter school
(continued from page 5)

school options that are out there,”
said trustee Alan Sarver.
The Sequoia Union district operates seven high schools, including
large comprehensive high schools,
the charter school East Palo Alto
Academy and a new STEMfocused school, TIDE Academy,
opening this fall.
“We have already what I think
might be quite a good amount of
choices available from comprehensive high schools through very
small schools,” said board President Georgia Jack. “I still struggle

a bit with, what makes you so different than the other options that
we have available?”
Sarver, Jack and trustee Allen
Weiner all voted against the last
charter high school petition that
came before the Sequoia board.
In a 3-2 vote in 2016, they rejected Oxford Day Academy’s
petition, but the charter eventually won approval on appeal from
the San Mateo County Office of
Education.
Citing past examples of local
charter schools that have closed
due to low enrollment, Jack said
she’s “struggling with the idea
of the operational viability” and
needs more specific data on

enrollment, finances and student
performance to make a decision
on KIPP’s petition.
KIPP leadership said they’re
committed to partnering with
Sequoia, including through a potential high school match program
that would help both charter and
noncharter eighth-graders choose
a local high school or an East Palo
Alto-wide school music program.
More than 20 KIPP staff, parents and students spoke in support
of the proposed high school on
Wednesday, praising the charter
school’s ability to support minority and low-income students,
the majority of them the first in
their families to attend college,

both academically and sociallyemotionally. Many speakers cited
the impact of the “KIPP Through
College” program, through which
advisers provide mentoring to
graduates as they attend college.
(Sarver also called the collegesupport program “striking” and
asked KIPP how it could be made
more widely available.)
According to KIPP, in the class
of 2017, 92% of students who attended KIPP from sixth through
12th grade matriculated to college,
compared to only 66% at a nonKIPP high school.
“I believe KIPP provides opportunities to low-income families
that help close the gap between

Santa Barbara, California

Join us for our Information/Orientation Day

Saturday, August 24, 2019 | 10 am - 4 pm
Join us for our last Information/Orientation Day for fall 2019 enrollment and learn about our various degree
programs in the tradition of Depth Psychology informed by the teachings of C.G. Jung, Joseph Campbell,
Marion Woodman, James Hillman, and others.
Paciﬁca is an accredited graduate school offering degrees in Clinical Psychology, Counseling Psychology, the
Humanities and Mythological Studies. The Institute has two beautiful campuses nestled between the foothills and
the Paciﬁc Ocean in Santa Barbara. All of Paciﬁca’s degree programs are offered through low-residential learning
sessions that take into account vocational, and life commitments.
Experience Paciﬁca’s unique interdisciplinary degree programs led by our renowned faculty.
Tour both of our beautiful campuses including the Joseph Campbell Archives and the Research Library.
Paciﬁca’s $75.00 application fee will be waived for all attendees.
Learn how to navigate the admissions and ﬁnancial aid processes to make graduate school a reality.
Enjoy complimentary continental breakfast and lunch.
We will be giving away a $200 bookstore gift certiﬁcate.

Now Enrolling for Fall 2019
249 Lambert Road, Carpinteria, CA 93013
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privileged and unprivileged students,” said David Santos, a KIPP
alumni and first-generation student
who graduated from Emory University. “Because of KIPP, I was
able to go to and through college.”
Ruben Abrica, an East Palo Alto
city councilman and former school
board member, also spoke in support of KIPP’s petition. He said he
was “impressed” by KIPP’s commitment to exposing students to
Advanced Placement (AP) courses
and high level of parent involvement. Across KIPP’s Bay Area
high schools, 91% of seniors in the
class of 2018 took an AP course.
Sixty-seven percent passed one or
more AP exams during their four
years of high school, compared to
31% across the state.
KIPP operates charter high
schools in San Francisco, San
Jose and San Lorenzo, as well as
across the country. KIPP collected
signatures from 114 local parents
who are interested in sending their
children to KIPP Peninsula High
School.
A location has not yet been identified for KIPP Peninsula High
School but the organization is
looking at public and private real
estate options in Redwood City
and East Palo Alto, said Judy Li,
KIPP Bay Area Schools’ chief of
growth, real estate, advocacy and
community engagement. KIPP
is also looking at an unidentified
high school facility in East Palo
Alto, according to the application.
The organization anticipates
serving 180 freshmen in the
school’s first year and adding a
grade level each year. By 2024,
the tuition-free high school would
serve about 648 students. At full
scale, KIPP says the high school
will require a minimum of 33
classrooms, a multipurpose room,
gymnasium, cafeteria and sufficient administrative space, among
other facilities needs. The high
school would start with 10 fulltime teachers as well as administrative staff and grow to 30 teachers by its fourth year, according to
KIPP.
KIPP’s desire to open a new
high school coincides with rising
tension between charter schools
and traditional school districts locally and across the state.
In East Palo Alto, KIPP Valiant
Community Prep’s request last year
for a single, long-term campus was
met with some opposition. In April,
the Ravenswood City School District board ultimately agreed to provide the school with more space at
its current site for this year. Ravenswood’s enrollment has sharply declined in recent years, which school
leaders attribute in part to the rise
of charter schools in the area.
The next month, the Ravenswood board approved a resolution that supports a set of contentious state bills that aim to increase
oversight of charter schools in
California.
The Sequoia board is set to vote
on KIPP’s high school petition at
its next meeting on Wednesday,
Aug. 28. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Pulse
A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

July 31 - Aug. 6

Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Checks forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Credit card forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Auto burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Parking/driving violation . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 5
Vehicle accident/prop damage. . . . . . . 9
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 1
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Miscellaneous
Disturbing the peace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 5
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Menlo Park

July 31 - Aug. 6

Violence related
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Vehicle related
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/major injury . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 4
Sale of drugs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Info. case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Juvenile problem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Meet citizen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

VIOLENT CRIMES
Menlo Park

1100 block Carlton Ave., 8/2, 4:50
p.m.; domestic violence.

Palo Alto

Welch Road, 7/17, 2 p.m.; battery.
Channing Avenue, 7/29, 12:06 p.m.;
domestic violence.
Kingsley Avenue, 7/29, 10 p.m.; sex
crime.
Waverly Street, 8/1, 8:53 p.m.; battery.
Tennessee Lane, 8/2, 9:20 a.m.;
domestic violence.
Tasso Street, 8/4, 11:32 a.m.; domestic
violence.
Kenneth Drive, 8/5, 9 p.m.; domestic
violence.

John Thomas Reilly
August 14, 1963 – July 26, 2019

John Thomas Reilly (aka: JR), a devoted son and brother, a
loving and most wonderful husband, an exceptional Daddy, a
fabulous family member, and a dear friend to many, passed away
peacefully in his home the evening of July 26th, just a few weeks
shy of his 56th birthday and after bravely carrying on with life
for nearly three years with Glioblastoma (brain tumor). We are
beyond proud of Our JR.
John was born on August 14, 1963, in Palo Alto, California to
Tom and Dayle Reilly. He completed two years at UC Santa Cruz,
then transferred and received his Chemical Engineering degree
from UC Berkeley, followed by an MBA at Santa Clara University.
After finishing his undergrad degree and taking a few months to
travel through Europe, John jumped straight into high-tech sales
with KLA Tencor (formerly Tencor) and remained
in high-tech sales for 33 years. His last job was
with Dell doing OEM Sales. John embraced his
work in sales, especially the hunt for customers
and working deals.
On September 23, 1995 at St. Thomas Aquinas
Church in downtown Palo Alto, John married
Kelly Rose Lipon, and it wasn’t long before they
were blessed with their children Melanie (July
1998) and Johnny (February 2002). John, a native
Palo Altan, knew of no better place than Palo Alto
to raise their children. John loved sharing stories
about growing up in Palo Alto with his wife and
kids. During drives around town, John had a tale to
share around every corner--about his Little league
years, the Kipling Street Gang, his newspaper
route, working at Baskin Robins and Lou Shell gas
station, going to midnight movies at the Varsity
Theatre, bowling, ice skating, riding mopeds, etc.
And as one can imagine, there were a handful of stories that John
chose NOT to tell. (Isn’t that right… high school friends!)
John was an avid music lover and had a particular passion
for blues. During his single days, when traveling for work, he
followed his favorite blues artists at venues across the U.S.A. and
added in a handful of pleasure trips to New Orleans. Prior to
having a family, John also spent lots of good times with friends,
traveling, boogie boarding and going out on the town. Going
out served him well one June night in 1993 when he met Kelly at
Gordon Biersch Brewery (now Dan Gordon’s) in downtown Palo
Alto. For the record, Kelly did not give John her phone number
that night, but he figured it out, and two weeks later they had
their first official date. Yes, some things are just meant to be.
Over the years, John enjoyed playing the guitar, and for nearly
two decades he played regularly at the 10:30 a.m. mass at his
neighborhood church, Our Lady of the Rosary. John very much
enjoyed playing softball with his friends, many of whom he knew
from elementary, middle and high school--and every time he was
up to bat he swung at just about everything for the Home Run!
John relished his weekend time, starting early in the morning
doing yardwork; planting, pruning, sometimes hacking (per
Kelly) bushes, trees, etc. Additionally, friends and coworkers
can attest that John was known for his quick wit and VERY dry
sense of humor. John’s dry wit was put to good use at the many
social events that he enjoyed with his children, including Dads
& Daughters and Dads & Sons groups, coaching or helping with
Johnny’s Little League and Melanie’s Softball teams, working
in the classroom as a parent aide, being a parent volunteer on
field trips, and attending or hosting school fundraising events
for various parent parties. He also helped as a lunch time “noon
angel” at the local middle school and had his own style. When
telling kids to pick up their trash, he’d point and say “What’s
up? Are you waiting for your mom to do it for you?” He enjoyed
time at his former high school campus, volunteering at PALY
events as much as his kids allowed. John was very social and
loved mingling at parties, going out on date nights with Kelly,
sometimes combined with other couples and meeting the guys
out here and there for a beer.
John liked contributing to science and was grateful that at
both Stanford and UCSF he had opportunities to partake in
three different study drugs. He was very touched by ALL the
thoughtful attention he got from the doctors, nurses and other
staff at both Stanford and UCSF. However, he was partial to the
Stanford duo of Dr. Recht and Nurse Practitioner Gwen, whose
wise counsel he literally trusted with his life. John truly looked
forward to seeing, talking and even joking around with them at

his regularly scheduled appointments. The Stanford and UCSF
Health Care Teams were incredibly caring. Words cannot express
how much they helped us navigate this challenging diagnosis.
Additionally, our family is incredibly blessed with an amazing
community of supportive family, friends and coworkers who
jumped in with meals of all kinds, left front porch surprises,
spent time with us on the home front lending a hand, and reached
out often to share a kind word, a prayer, a song and good vibes.
We are forever and deeply grateful to you all.
John was preceded in death by grandparents Thomas C. &
Eleanor Reilly, Vince & Marie Antongiovanni, cousin Mary
Alanis, some dear friends and coworkers, and some of his favorite
blues artists. He is survived by his wife Kelly, his two children,
Melanie and Johnny, his parents Dayle and Tom
Reilly, his sister Carolyn, his in-laws John and
Patricia Lipon, brother- and sister-in-laws Todd
& Jodi, Randy & Jenni, Rob & Laura, and nieces,
nephews, cousins and very dear friends whom he
loved like family.
Lastly, John prided himself on being succinct
and efficient! With that said, John would prefer
we not go on and on with this obituary. So we will
close with this: We loved and adored John and he
loved and adored us back! It just doesn’t get much
better than that!
Please join us to celebrate a life well lived for
John Reilly, Our JR! An evening for prayer and an
opportunity for family, friends and coworkers to
share John stories will be held at 6:00 p.m. Friday
August 16th, 2019 at St. Thomas Aquinas Church,
751 Waverley St., Palo Alto. Note: The church
will be open at 5:00 p.m. for a brief hello moment
with John’s family, if you would like to arrive early. An evening
reception follows at ~7:15 p.m. at the Lucie Stern Community
Center, 1305 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto.
The following day, Saturday, August 17th at 12:30 p.m., please
join the family again for a memorial service Mass at Our Lady of
the Rosary Church (OLR) 3233 Cowper St., Palo Alto followed by
refreshments in the OLR hall.
In lieu of flowers, memorial donations in John Reilly’s name
may be made to the following:
Camp Kesem Chapter at Chapman University, Orange
California
Donation Link: Please click box to Dedicate my donation
in honor or in memory of someone. Then, Click again on “In
Memory of” and write in John T. Reilly. Thank You.
https://donate.kesem.org/campaign/friends-of-camp-kesemat-chapman-university-fy-2019/c200095
John was very proud that his daughter Melanie volunteers her
time to this wonderful organization so that children who have
parents with cancer can enjoy a FULL (all expenses paid) super
fun week of overnight summer camp.
Dr. Recht’s Brain Cancer Research:
We truly believe that two of the study drugs that John tried
at Stanford extended his life. Thank you, Dr. Recht, for your
brilliant mind, your caring soul and for continuing to research
treatments for Glioblastoma.
Memorial donation to Dr. Recht’s fund to support adult
brain tumor research, fund code GHAFT. You may go online
to memorial.stanford.edu or make a check payable to “Stanford
University” and send the check to: Stanford University
Development Services, P.O. Box 20466, Stanford, CA 943090466. On check memo line write: “In Memory of John T. Reilly
for adult brain tumor research Dr. Recht GHAFT”
If you wish to make a gift online, go to memorial.stanford.edu
a. In the box that says “Special Instructions/Other Designations”
put “to Dr. Recht’s fund to support adult brain tumor research
GHAFT”
b. Include amount you wish to donate and when prompted
write “in Memory of John T. Reilly”
Stanford University is a 501c3, tax ID 94-1156365. You can learn
more about Dr. Recht and Stanford’s Neuro-Oncology Program
at https://med.stanford.edu/neurology/divisions/neurooncology/
team.html.
Ada’s Cafe: if possible, indicate “In Memory of John Reilly”
Link: http://www.adascafe.org/donate.html
Our go-to place for John’s favorite chili, delicious sandwiches
and pastries.
PAID
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Transitions
Births, marriages and deaths

3045 Middlefield Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94306

1(650) 397.7387
midtownvetpa.com

FREE

FIRST EXAM
EXP: 12.31.19
(MAX VALUE $69.85) Excludes exotic pets and avian pets
*Excludes Urgent/Emergency Service Pets

20% OFF
Dental Cleaning
EXP: 12.31.19

Bring this coupon in to receive a one time discount
Not valid with any other discounts

John E. DeVries
John E. DeVries, 99, died July
1. He was born in Newton, Illinois, to Eva and Jacob DeVries.
He grew up
working in his
family’s country
store alongside
his parents, his
brother and his
three sisters.
After graduating from Erie
High School in
Illinois, he attended Hope College and graduated with a degree
in chemistry in 1941. He earned
a doctorate in chemistry at the
University of Illinois in 1944, and
married his wife, Ruth, the same
year. His career started at the
University of Chicago, where he
worked on the Manhattan Project.

He later became a professor at
Kansas State University and conducted research at China Lake
Naval Air Weapons Station and
Stanford Research Institute. After
that, he became a chemistry professor at California State University, Hayward (now CSU East Bay).
He also taught summer classes at
Stanford University, University of
California, Davis and University
of California, Berkeley. During retirement, he led a cottage industry
that built small solar panels that
powered tape recorders and medical equipment in underdeveloped
countries for Recording Ministries. He is survived by his wife
of 73 years, Ruth DeVries of Palo
Alto; his daughters, Donna (Jim)
Atman of Holland, Michigan, and
Jeanne (Craig) Viau of San Jose;
five grandchildren; and eight
great-grandchildren.

Food reporting you won't
ﬁnd anywhere else.

BY E L E N A K A DVA N Y

2019

presented by

Rotary Club
of Menlo Park
Foundation

Sign up for the
only food newsletter
on the Peninsula at
paloaltoonline.com/express

Public Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
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ug 17

REGISTER:
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STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE
OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
File No. FBN656515
The following person(s)/ registrant(s) has/
have abandoned the use of the fictitious
business name(s).
The information given below is as it
appeared on the fictitious business
statement that was filed at the County
Clerk-Recorder’s Office.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME(S):
HAIRSTYLES BY NICOLE FIKE
409 S. California Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
FILED IN SANTA CLARA COUNTY ON:
03/08/2017
UNDER FILE NO.: FBN627327
REGISTRANT’S NAME(S):
NICOLE FIKE
10190 Parkwood Drive Apt 3.
Cupertino, CA 95014
THIS BUSINESS WAS CONDUCTED BY: An
Individual.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk Recorder of Santa Clara County on
July 3, 2019.
(PAW July 19, 26; Aug. 2, 9, 2019)

LOVYGRAPHY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN657362
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Lovygraphy, located at 200 Sheridan Ave.,
Apt. 104, Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: An Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
ELENA KADYROVA
200 Sheridan Ave., Apt. 104
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above on 08/01/2019.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
August 1, 2019.
(PAW Aug. 9, 16, 23, 30, 2019)

Call Alicia Santillan at
650-223-6578
or email asantillan@
paweekly.com for
assistance with your
legal advertising needs.

Despite city’s need for
affordable housing,
mobile-home park faces demise
by Sue Dremann | photos by Veronica Weber

The owners of Glory Mobile Home and RV Park in East Palo Alto are petitioning to close the 47-year-old park and to convert the space to another use.

A

spaces to keep squatters off.
Why is Glory Mobile Home and
RV Park largely vacant, with only
12 full-time occupants?
Shirley Gibson, directing attorney at the Legal Aid Society of
San Mateo County, claims Woodland Glory Investment/MAStar has
quietly been closing the park for
the past three years. The property
owner has “engaged in a systematic
strategy of starving this park out
of existence,” she wrote in a December letter to the East Palo Alto
Planning Commission. The owner
has allegedly denied new tenancies, attempted to evict current
residents and failed to maintain the
infrastructure needed to effectively

Glory Mobile Home Park
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Owners of the decades-old
trailer park, Glory Mobile
Home and RV Park, plan to
close the park and convert it
to another use. The project is
one of 22 major developments
proposed in East Palo Alto. The
1.07-acre property is zoned for
12-22 residential units.

Kristin Brown

Shirley Gibson, directing
attorney at the Legal Aid Society
of San Mateo County, claims
Woodland Glory Investment/
MAStar has quietly been closing
the park for the past three years.

Creek and West Bayshore Road.
It is shrouded by mature trees and
shrubs on the creek side. Blink and
you might miss it.
D.J. and Dora Arnold, who purchased the land in 1943 as their
homestead, turned it into a trailer
park in the 1940s or ‘50s for travelers driving up and down what
later became U.S. Highway 101,
according to Barbara Averell.
Dora Arnold wanted her tenants
to be protected, so she sold the
park to Kenneth Averell, whom
she trusted, to carry on her legacy.
The Averells purchased the park in
1972 and sold it in 2003.
Today, Glory’s mix of older RVs
and barracks-like trailer homes rest
mostly on hard, paved surfaces.
Signs of life sprout from planter
boxes in the form of cultivated
flower gardens. On a recent day, a
dog barked from the confines of a
fenced-in area; a bicycle perched
on a front porch.
At the property’s south side, another story unfolds. Here, many
RVs are empty. Plywood covers
windows; signs pasted to doors indicate they are closed to habitation;
and moss and lichens grow on the
metal surfaces. Some vacant RVs
tilt slightly to the side, like sailors
on a weekend bender.
The park, populated by teachers, tradesmen, veterans, seniors
and young families starting home
ownership, feels more and more
like a ghost town these days,
some residents said. Glory’s owner, Woodland Glory Investment,
LLC, of Morgan Hill, also called
MAStar Professional Corp.,
hasn’t rented out the empty spaces to newcomers since it bought
the property in 2015, residents
said. Instead, the owner built a
fence on top of some of the empty

Pulgas Ave.

mid the ongoing Bay Area
housing crisis, in which the
stock of low-income housing is shrinking and elected leaders are scrambling to enact policies
to get hundreds if not thousands
of new homes built, a 29-space
mobile-home park at 1893 Woodland Ave. in East Palo Alto sits
half-empty.
One of the city’s last bastions
of affordable housing, Glory Mobile Home and RV Park charges
tenants between $200 and $400 a
month to rent their spaces, which
are price-restricted under the city’s
rent-stabilization ordinance. The
rent is outside of whatever amount
residents pay for the mortgage on
their mobile home or RV or to rent
a mobile home.
Known for decades as City
Trailer Park, then renamed Creekside Trailer Lodge in 1972 and then
Woodland Glory Mobile Home
Park in 2003 before current owners
dropped the “Woodland,” the park
sits on a triangular property sandwiched between San Francisquito

manage the mobile home park.
The park could be filled to capacity, some residents maintain.
Joe Antoni, a retired electrician,
rents a space at Glory for his RV
and lived there for nearly 20 years
before moving to Carson City, Nevada. But he still returns to his RV
during frequent visits to East Palo
Alto, he said. He isn’t renting his
trailer out, but if he did, it would
be lucrative, he claimed. Any reasons the owner might give for why
tenants wouldn’t want to move in
aren’t valid, he said.
“I have so many friends in the
Bay Area who would love a trailer
spot. My electrician friends in
the Bay Area are making tons of
money. They’re willing to pay me
$1,000 a month,” he said.
Antoni said many people he
knows have come from places like
Tennessee, and they are earning
more than double the amount they
did back home.
“There’s a lot of work in the Bay
Area. There are so many out-ofstate people — four or five guys
are sharing a one-bedroom apartment in places like Stockton, and
they don’t want to commute. If
you could snap your fingers, those
spaces could be filled up. I personally could fill them in a week — all
with electricians I know who are
living in Tracy,” he said.
Margaret Nanda, an attorney
representing the Glory’s owner,
said during a Dec. 10, 2018, East
Palo Alto Planning Commission
meeting, that Glory infrastructure
can’t accommodate modern mobile homes or RVs. Empty spaces
can’t be occupied because newer
mobile homes are too large to fit in
the lots. RVs could potentially go
there, but the park’s utility capacity is old and can’t accommodate

newer RVs, she said.
Far from taking a thriving park
and “starving it,” as Gibson said,
the owner purchased the property in 2015 when it already had
a greater than 15% vacancy rate,
Nanda noted. That vacancy threshold is significant under East Palo
Alto law, indicating the park was
already undergoing a “change of
use.”
Now, Woodland Glory Investments — which is made up of eight
investors — intends to close the
park by January 2020 and redevelop the 1.07 acres. In November, the
owners’ representatives met with
residents to tell them of the plan.

A loss of a scarce
commodity

f Glory’s owner does shutter
the park, the city would lose 29
spaces of low-income housing
currently protected by the city’s
rent-stabilization program, which
caps the rent increase that landlords can charge. Glory’s closure
and the site’s redevelopment would
remove the site from the program.
New developments aren’t required
to maintain rent-restricted units
under the state’s Costa-Hawkins
Rental Housing Act.
Such affordable housing — and
land to put it on — is critical, housing advocates say. East Palo Alto
residents have been grappling with
increasing rents; in 2017, the school
district reported that more than 40
percent of its students were either
homeless or in unstable housing,
such as with multiple families under one roof, or living in garages.
Most recently, the city has been
struggling to help a growing

I

(continued on page 18)
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Glory Mobile Home
(continued from page 17)

population of RV dwellers who are
living on the streets, most of whom
can’t afford more permanent housing. The City Council voted unanimously in July 2018 to support a
pilot RV Safe Parking initiative on
city-owned land at 1798 Bay Road,
with the city funding two-thirds
of an estimated $300,000 to make
improvements there. The program
provides a temporary place for up
to 20 RVs owned by East Palo Alto
residents to stay overnight and receive services to help them regain
housing. Nonprofit organization
Project WeHope, which is administering the Safe Parking program,
opened the one-year project in
early May.
With the growing need for housing, closing Glory makes no sense,
affordable-housing advocates
said during the December 2018
planning commission hearing on

Glory. Elizabeth Jackson, whose
brother owns an RV at Glory, said
the park’s precarious position has
been a problem for more than 20
years. She was hoping the city
would do something a long time
ago to preserve the park as affordable housing.
“My brother was fixing up his
unit a little bit, but now he can’t do
anything. He doesn’t know what to
do, whether you’re going to close
it or change the usage or build big
condominiums that these people
will not be able to afford.
“Do not change the usage. Please
leave this as affordable housing for
people in the community. If you
have to go and buy this — if they
want to sell it (I can understand
if landowners want to sell and do
something else ) — that’s fine,”
Jackson said. “But there is a great
need for motor vehicles such as
these — (for) recreational-vehicleusage spaces to rent in the city.”
Referring to the city’s RV Safe
Parking program, she asked

rhetorically, “Why do a temporary
one when you already have a permanent one?”
Maureen Larsson, vice-chairwoman of the city’s Rent Stabilization Board, agreed that Glory
is important to the city’s housing
mix.
“Mobile home parks are a key
component in affordable-housing
solutions,” she said in an email
to the Palo Alto Weekly. “In this
very expensive area, these parks
provide both workforce and longterm housing for veterans, seniors,
singles and lower-income families.
“They also provide community
and independence for residents.
Through the years, I’ve known
many residents of Woodland Glory,
including single mothers, Vietnam
(War) veterans, a beloved community leader, several disabled people
who valued their independence,
and young couples who couldn’t
afford other housing,” Larsson said.
She noted that low-rent housing
has been steadily eroding on the

Original owner wanted to preserve
mobile-home park
Glory Mobile Home Park now faces a precarious future

ora Arnold always wanted
her mobile-home park
protected from development. It’s the reason why, even
with investors clamoring to purchase the 1.07-acre East Palo Alto
property at 1893 Woodland Ave.,
she chose to sell to Kenneth and
Barbara Averell in 1972.
She wanted someone she could
trust who wouldn’t kick out her
tenants, Barbara Averell said during a phone call this week.
The Glory Mobile Home and
RV Park, now long out of the
Averells’ hands, now faces potential closure. City officials determined it is undergoing a change
of use because its vacancy rate
has reached 41%, according to
a city report, which falls above
the city’s 15% threshold requiring property owners to file for a
change of use.
The Planning Commission in
December 2018 ordered the current owners to file a conversion
impact report. Tenants learned
last November from the park’s
owners, Woodland Glory Investment LLC, that they plan to close
the park by January 2020.
When Arnold and her husband
owned the property, they called
it City Trailer Park, Averell said.
They purchased the land in 1943,
according to San Mateo County
records. Early on, they homesteaded the property, where they
maintained a small house, Averell
said. At some point, they began
renting out spaces to weary travelers driving U.S. Highway 101,
well before it became a freeway.
“There were a lot of overnighters. Some wanted to stay longer,”
Averell said, and the park became a permanent destination for
residents.
Arnold stayed in her home on
the property, getting to know

D

many of the tenants at her mobilehome park. She was reluctant to
sell,even as offers came in.
“She was very concerned about
the tenants. She knew most of the
people there and she cared about
them,” Averell recalled.
Arnold took a liking to Kenneth Averell, however, and she felt
comfortable that they wouldn’t
evict the tenants. Like Arnold,
the Averells were a couple, not
corporate investors. Barbara was
an elementary school teacher;
Kenneth worked for then-telecommunications firm Western
Electric Company. They bought
the property as an investment,
but they didn’t plan to develop
it. “Our parents thought we were
crazy,” Averell recalled.
The Averells changed the name
to Creekside Trailer Lodge, which
was more in keeping with its surroundings and close proximity to
wooded San Francisquito Creek,
she said. It was popular.
“We rarely had any vacancies
at all,” she said.
After East Palo Alto incorporated, the city enacted a rent-control ordinance in 1988 to preserve
low-income housing. The mobilehome park fell under that ordinance, which limited the amount
of annual rent increases to percentages based on the Consumer
Price Index. For the Averells, who
already charged a low rent, making a profit was difficult.
“Our little trailer park’s rents
were extremely low. We had to
try to keep rents down. We were
trying to take care of the tenants,”
she said.
Because Kenneth Averell did
most of the handyman work, the
couple was able to get by, she
said. Over the years, keeping up
with the aging park’s demands
became difficult.
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“As we got older, the park got
older,” she said.
The Averells sold the property
to another couple in 2003, who
added investors and formed 1893
Woodland EPA LLC. The park
was sold again in 2015 to a group
of real estate investors, Woodland Glory Investment LLC, also
called MAStar Corp., which renamed it Woodland Glory Mobile
Home and RV Park. They later
dropped Woodland from the title.
County court records show
that since the corporate ownerships, the park has been mired
in controversy. For a decade,
investors from 1893 Woodland
EPA, Woodland Glory/MAStar
and Vida Capital Partners LLC,
a Palo Alto-based investment
group subletting trailers at the
park, have been embroiled in
more than a dozen lawsuits over
property ownership and other
allegations.
At various times, the city of
East Palo Alto and tenants at the
park have jumped into the fray
over rent-stabilization fees, unlawful evictions and rent. Some
of the many lawsuits are still
active, according to San Mateo
County Superior Court records,
further complicating the property’s future.
Averell said promises such
as the one she and her husband
made to Dora Arnold nearly 50
years ago are difficult to keep in
the new reality of Bay Area real
estate, high housing costs and
corporate control of low-income
housing. Losing the park would
remove an important source of
housing.
“It’s a hard thing, especially in
this climate, where so many people can’t afford a place to live,”
she said. Q
— Sue Dremann

city’s west side. Another mobilehome park, the 44-space Trailer
Town at 1982 West Bayshore Road,
closed to make way for a 90-unit,
market-rate condominium complex, Woodland Park, which was
built in 2002. The city’s largest
owner of rental housing, Woodland
Park Communities, also has ambitious plans to build 602 apartments
on the border of East Palo Alto
and Menlo Park. Three-quarters
of them would be market rate and
non-rent stabilized, though Woodland Park Communities is keeping
the same number of existing lowincome apartments.
“The west side of town is being
gentrified from its outer edges,”
Larsson said. “Converting Woodland Glory would mean a portion
of vital rent-stabilized housing is
lost forever.”
Rent-controlled mobile-home
parks offer greater protections
against rapid-rising rents than rentcontrolled apartments, according
to Gibson. Under Costa-Hawkins,
when a tenant moves out of a rentcontrolled apartment, landlords
are able to set a new rent without
any regulatory limitation. They
can charge whatever amount they
can get someone to agree to pay,
regardless of actual “market rate,”
she said.
Mobile-home parks, with rent
control, on the other hand, have
limits on these kinds of increases.
The space or ground beneath the
mobile home remains under the
rent control, even if a new buyer
purchases the home sitting on top
of that patch of land or moves a
new home on top of it. The rates
for that land do not rise to market
rate and can only rise within the legal percentages allowable under the
rent-stabilization law, Gibson said.
She said the city could try to
discourage the owners from converting the park, using regulatory
carrots or sticks, but short of forcing eminent domain or buying the
property, the city can’t force a property owner to maintain a use.

A tale of two
mobile-home parks

hen the owners of Buena
Vista Mobile Home Park
in Palo Alto, located less
than 4 miles away from Glory,
wanted to close the 117-unit park
in 2012, the public outcry against
the eviction of the park’s low-income tenants was swift. Residents

W

Weekly file photo
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Margaret Nanda, an attorney
representing the Glory Park’s
owner, said the park’s utility
capacity is old and can’t
accommodate newer RVs.
themselves staged protests, neighbors and community members lent
support, and city leaders studied ordinances and regulations to figure
out what could be done to preserve
the unique neighborhood. At hearings, tempers flared.
In the end, Santa Clara County,
together with the city of Palo Alto,
contributed more than $29 million of the $40.4 million deal to
buy the park and operate it under
the auspices of the county Housing Authority, which kicked in $26
million toward the purchase and
infrastructure improvements.
For Glory Mobile Home Park,
there has been no such outcry. In
fact, its potential closure only came
to the city’s attention when a tenant, Vida Capital Group, LLC, — a
Palo Alto company that has been
buying up trailers at Glory and subletting them — filed a complaint
with the city’s planning department about the 15% vacancy rate,
prompting the planning commission to decide if the park is undergoing a change of use.
Unlike with Buena Vista, the
chief arguments made to the city
regarding Glory’s demise have had
less to do with a moral case for
preserving low-income housing
and more to do with whether owners are following the letter of the
law as they proceed with the park’s
closure — and whether tenants will
get their fair share of compensation
to leave.
California mobile-home residency and RV occupancy laws allow
a park owner to terminate occupancy of the park when it undergoes a “change of use” — defined
under East Palo Alto’s Conversion
Ordinance as having a vacancy
rate that’s greater than 15%. City
staff, after a May 2018 inspection,

U.S. Navy veteran Tim Gallegos, who has lived at Glory park for 12
years, takes a walk around the unoccupied and neglected spaces at
the East Palo Alto park, which has a 41% vacancy rate, according
to a city report.

Cover Story
estimated the park had a 41% vacancy rate.
The planning commission voted
6-0, with Vice Chairman Uriel
Hernandez abstaining, on Dec.
10, 2018, to affirm that the park
was undergoing the change of use
and to direct the owners to file a
conversion-impact report, which
would outline the tenants’ compensation, among other information.
That document is currently under
internal review and not yet publicly
available, city Planning Manager
Guido Persicone said. Until the city
approves the report, closure is not a
certainty.
Gibson, who represents one current and one former tenant, said
her focus is to make sure that her
clients get just compensation. In
her December letter to the planning commission, she asked that,
besides future prospective impacts,
the impact report include a description of and estimated economic impacts for the three years the park
owners had been changing the
park’s use without city approval.
She also wants compensation for
residents who have left the park already and were denied full value
for their homes because the owner
began the change of use prior to
submitting their notice to the city.
The slow-moving closure, she said,
reduced the value of tenants’ homes
and their ability to sell their units.
Woodland Glory Investment
LLC also brought an eviction lawsuit against a tenant occupying another unit, allegedly based only on
the position that the owner didn’t

want anyone living in that space,
according to a June 4, 2018, deposition of one of the owners in that
case. That violates the rent-stabilization ordinance’s just-cause eviction clause.
“The gradual cessation of use
of a portion of this park has had
serious impact on a variety of
stakeholders,” Gibson wrote to
the commission. “Former homeowners were deprived of the true
value of their investment. Current
homeowners have seen their homes
lose value in a deteriorating park.
Current and former residents have
suffered the lack of management
and maintenance of the park. And
prospective residents in the community have been denied access to
an affordable-housing opportunity
that is a rare and precious resource
in the current housing market.”
A call seeking an interview
with Woodland’s managing partner, Mingchua Kuang, was not
returned. Nanda, who was out of
town this week, said she had no
comment before press time.
But at the December planning
commission meeting, she noted
that one reason it has taken so long
to close the park is because it is
mired in litigation, residents said.
Since her clients purchased the
park in February 2015, there’s been
a dispute over the acquisition involving the previous owners, 1893
Woodland EPA LLC. Also, Woodland Glory and Vida Capital are in
litigation over Vida’s sublease of
some of the RVs it owns — Nanda
said they are running a business

Changing times: The story of Glory

1943

D.J. and Dora Arnold purchase 1893 Woodland
Ave. and establish City Trailer Park sometime
thereafter.

1972

Dora Arnold sells the property to Kenneth and
Barbara Averell. They change the name to
Creekside Trailer Lodge.

2003

Santa Cruz County residents David and Lynda
Montgomery purchase the property and form the
limited liability partnership 1893 Woodland EPA.

2007

Gary and Beatrice Ceccato join the Montgomerys
on the deed.

2012

The City of East Palo Alto and Credit National de
Geneve file liens against the property.

2015

1893 Woodland EPA LLC sells the property to a
Morgan Hill-based investors group.

2017

The investors file a deed under the corporation
Woodland Glory Investment LLC and change the
park’s name to Glory Mobile Home and RV Park.

2018

Vida Capital Group, LLC, — a Palo Alto company
that has been buying up trailers at Glory and
subletting them — files a complaint with the
city’s planning department about the park’s 15%
vacancy rate, prompting the planning commission
to vote on Dec. 10 that a change of use is taking
place and order Woodland Glory to prepare a
conversion impact report. In November, the park’s
owners notify residents of their intent to close the
park by January 2020.

2019

Woodland Glory files its conversion impact report
with the city planning department in late June or
early July.

Sources: San Mateo County Clerk-Recorder, City of East Palo Alto

The San Mateo County Veteran’s Service Office pays rent for these four mobile homes at the RV park,
which are rented to veterans at subsidized rates as part of a housing collaborative program between the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
there without consent from the
property owners. A further dispute
revolves around whether Vida ever
had rental agreements with the
owners to rent some of the spaces.
Vida’s attorney has not returned a
request for comment.

For Glory,
a muted outcry

lory is no Buena Vista,
which has a large number
of children who attend the
Palo Alto Unified School District
and local workers who say moving
would mean a devastating loss of
jobs and income.
At Glory, most of the tenants
are seniors who admit they aren’t
necessarily interested in preserving their aging RVs and mobile
homes. Many are retired or near
retirement, but that doesn’t mean
they aren’t concerned about their
futures.
Gibson said it is too early to say
at this point how much of an opposition will be mounted.
“Until the park owners actually
articulate a plan to close or convert
the park in their impact report,
there is nothing concrete here to
oppose. The four-year fight over
Buena Vista started with the park
owner’s application to close the
park. We’re not quite there yet with
Glory.
“I’m not going to comment on
the potential practical or strategic
obstacles to the opposition, since
Legal Aid is likely to be involved
in any opposition when it does
happen.”
Larsson said she thinks East Palo
Alto residents are overwhelmed
with the number of development
projects that are in the pipeline
right now.
“If the park residents are protesting or fighting against the conversion, it doesn’t seem to have been
reported on or involve the many
tenant advocates in town. The
city’s involvement hasn’t made a
big splash like other projects even
though it’s been on the Planning
Commission’s agenda,” she said.
The park’s location, at the end
of the city’s southwest side, means
many aren’t even aware of its existence, much less that owners want
to convert it,” she said.
Asked if they were concerned
about the park’s closure, some
residents were matter-of-fact.

G

Relocation money and trailer buyouts, provided they are substantial
enough, would be acceptable, some
said.
Keith Beachkofsky, 63, a former mobile-home owner, said he
lived at Glory for nearly 20 years.
He found a house in another state
that was cheaper. Glory’s closure
doesn’t surprise him, given its vacancies and run-down conditions.
“I knew it was possible it would
close because it was old. I was
able to stay in the area for a long
time, but it was getting too expensive, and there was the traffic from
Google and Facebook,” he said.
Beachkofsky, a welder, paid
$300-a-month rent. He owned his
own mobile home outright. Gibson
is representing him to try to recoup
the value of his home, which she
said he was denied. A representative of the park owners told him
he would not be allowed to sell his
home on his space to a subsequent
occupant, he claimed. He ended up
selling his home to the park owner
at a significant discount, Gibson
said.
Tim Gallegos, 62, another of
Gibson’s clients, is a U.S. Navy
veteran who has lived at Glory for
12 years. He resides in one of the
barracks-like mobile units currently owned by Vida Capital: khakicolored, plain, with wooden steps
leading to either entrance and no
other adornment. The home is one
of four that is paid for by the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs as
Section 8 housing.
There’s a kitchenette, a small
living area with a television and an
executive-style swivel chair and a
sleeping area. Gallegos said he’s
tired of the cramped living and
would like to find another place.
The park-closure plan would potentially give residents a sum based
on the difference between the rent
they now pay and costs at their new
location — a 24-month payment,
with 48 months for disabled and
elderly residents. But Gallegos is
concerned about residents’ finances
in the long run. They now pay $280
a month rent. They might have to
pay $2,000 to $3,000 a month for
a one-bedroom apartment. Finding
another affordable mobile-home
park would also be difficult. Many
aren’t rent-controlled and rents can
rise to unaffordable levels.
“Finding places around here is
not easy. The loss of affordable

housing is a disgrace,” he said.
He doesn’t intend to leave until
he gets what he considers a fair
deal.
“I’m sticking around. I want
my money,” he said on a recent
afternoon.
Antoni pays $282 a month to rent
his place at Glory. At 58 years old,
he’s one of the younger residents,
he said. He fears the closure might
be harder on older residents who
might not have the wherewithal to
hunt for and secure other accommodations, such as a 70-year-old
retiree who has lived in the park
for three decades, he said.
“It’s not like she can run over and
buy a place,” he said.
But he isn’t against selling his
unit and moving out. Glory’s closure is inevitable, he believes, and
he’s taking a pragmatic view. As an
electrician, he sees not its promise,
but its demise in the aged wiring
that must be replaced and the other
infrastructure.
“It’s not going to ever work
again. It’s not financially feasible
to make it into an RV park that’s
rent-control restricted,” he said.
Thus far, the park owner has not
said how it plans to redevelop the
Glory property. According to city
staff, the site is currently zoned for
medium-density residential, 12-22
units per acre.
Antoni said the previous owners
planned to build 17 condominiums
on the land. He thinks the proposed relocation compensation as
presented by the owner’s representatives at the November meeting
with residents is fair to the tenants
— and the owner.
“The first condo they build will
pay for all of us people to get out of
there,” he said. “That’s the nature
of the business. I’m ready. Send me
the check.” Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

About the cover: Fencing
blocks off vacant spaces at East
Palo Alto’s Glory Mobile Home
and RV Park to reportedly deter
additional units from moving into
the 1.07-acre lot on Woodland
Avenue, which the owners are
seeking to redevelop.
Photo by Veronica Weber
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The Palo Alto Recreation Foundation
in partnership with the City of Palo
Alto and the Palo Alto Weekly present

You’re invited to the Palo Alto Black & White Ball on Friday, October 4th at the iconic Lucie
Stern Community Center. Join us in celebrating the City of Palo Alto’s 125th birthday and
Palo Alto Weekly’s 40th anniversary. Spend the evening mingling with friends & neighbors,
dancing to live music, & enjoying food & drinks from your favorite local restaurants.

Tickets on sale now at: parecfoundation.org

All proceeds benefit the
Palo Alto Recreation
Foundation (PARF) which
helps fund our City’s most
cherished community events,
recreational & wellness
programs for all ages, while
enhancing the extraordinary
quality of life in Palo Alto.
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Making connections — love or otherwise — at TheatreWorks
New Works Festival lets audiences in
on the theater-making process

Jenny Woodward

Jonas Gustavsson

Cecilia Träff

Christine Jean Chambers

Cecilia Träff

David Kong

heatreWorks Silicon Valley of a New York female socialite
will always have a special who’s looking for one last wild
place in the hearts of Kait adventure before getting married.
Kerrigan and Nathan Tysen. She’s seeking the infamous violinNot only because it’s a supportive ist and “wildest man on the fronand nurturing place for writers tier,” Tysen said, but finds him to
such as themselves, but for more be a shell of a person.
personal reasons, too. It was a
“She finds out that he has joined
TheatreWorks writing retreat that this fundamentalist religion that
brought them together. Now mar- has stripped music from his life
ried and parents of a young daugh- and challenges herself to bring
ter, they both have
this man back to life
shows in this year’s
and back to music,”
New Works Festival,
he said. Tysen and
the annual stagedMiller have drawn on
reading showcase of
Cather’s story, which
promising works in
references many comprogress.
posers, as well as the
According to Tysen,
show’s setting, to inthe New York-based
spire their songwritpair met “basically at
ing, which bears a
Kennedy airport” on
mix of classical, folk,
the way to the Palo
choral hymn and other
Alto retreat a decade
influences.
Kait Kerrigan
ago, “although Kait
“It’s relating to what
claims we actually met at a holiday makes our hearts sing, how do we
party,” he said, laughing, during a process what life throws at us?”
joint interview with the Weekly. said New Works director GiovanRegardless of the technical details, na Sardelli. “It’s such a beautiful
it was thanks to TheatreWorks and play about the soul of a person,
the convivial retreat
what we each need to
atmosphere that they
thrive. It really speaks
bonded for real.
to paths you can take
“It was all these
in grief and fear and
amazing writers all
trying to be a good,
hanging out; the group
decent person.”
became friends and
Kerrigan’s contriour writing teams
bution to the festival
became our closest
is the play “Father/
friends,” Kerrigan
Daughter.”
recalled. “We were
“It ties into our
friends for about nine
love story a bit too,”
months, then we startshe said. “I’d had this
Nathan Tysen
ed dating, got married
experience, during
and had a kid.”
our wedding, of discovering how
At the time of that first retreat, my relationship with Nathan, and
Tysen was working on a very how kind and generous his family
early version of a commission is, could impact my slightly more
that evolved into “Revival,” which fractured family. How your romanis part of this year’s festival, and tic relationship can have an impact
also wrote the very first song from on your childhood relationships
“Tuck Everlasting,” which went on and how that can change in a way
to Broadway and, last year, was I didn’t anticipate.”
produced at TheatreWorks.
“Father/Daughter” is told from
“That was maybe our most the perspective of a father of an
full circle moment with Theatre- 8-year-old and, 23 years later, of
Works,” Kerrigan said.
his daughter, who’s now
At least until now.
the same age her father
This year, Tysen and
was when she was 8.
his writing partner
“It’s deliciously comChris Miller (also his
plicated and multilay“Tuck” co-writer) are
ered, told over two difbringing the musical
ferent generations. We
“Revival” to the Lusee the father and his
cie Stern stage. Based
love life and his conon the Willa Cather
cerns about if he has
Chris Miller
short story “Eric Herbeen a good parent.
mannson’s Soul” and set in 19th- Then we meet the daughter and
century Nebraska, it tells the tale we see how she’s putting together

Todd Cerveris

T

by Karla Kane

her own life, how she relates to look at our past, we’re going to be stories can release us, how stories
what she’s learned from her par- haunted.”
that we’re told remind us of who
ents,” Sardelli said. It’s humorous
Sardelli herself is directing Jes- to love and how to love,” Sardelli
in spots but poignant, too.
sica Dickey’s “Nan, and
said. “There was a
“I’d call it a feel-good drama. the Lower Body (The
thread in (Ayoub’s)
There’s plenty of drama but at the Pap Smear Play),” about
story that connected
end of the day, it makes you feel Dr. George Papanicoher to every single play
better about the world rather than laou’s discovery of the
in some way. It’s about
worse about the world,” Kerrigan breakthrough medical
that moment where
said.
screening the Pap smear
you tell a truth you’ve
Though both Tysen and Kerri- (a method of detecting
been running from ...
gan are writers (particularly lyri- cervical cancer) in the
the moment where you
cists), they said they don’t often 1960s.
realize, ‘Me telling my
Jessica Dickey
collaborate, preferring instead to
“Looking at this year
truth may save the lives
use each other’s feedback at early where there was some vile talk of others.’”
readings. They do share office about women, a year in which Dr.
Getting up close and personal
space but “because we’re not actu- Christine Blasey Ford was con- with speakers and artists’ stories
ally making sounds, we can both fronting all this sexism ... I this is one of the reasons the New
put on headphones and write but year did not want a play where a Works Festival is a beloved tradinot really bother each other,” Ty- woman was sexualized or was tion, where audience actually get
sen said. “It makes us very good traumatized,” she said. “In this to help shape future plays and form
roommates,” Kerrigan added. moment, what I loved about this connections with theater makers.
“The other complication is that play was that a woman was cel“One of the things that I think is
now we have this 3 1/2-year-old so ebrating her body and her sexual- so unique about TheatreWorks is
if one of us does something out of ity.” Dickey’s own grandmother the way they bring their audience,
town, the other can’t go see it un- turns up as a character in the play, and their board and donors, into
less we’re able to bring the kiddo as her family believes
their writing process,”
along.”
she did actually help
Kerrigan said. “It creOn that note, TheatreWorks, she Dr. Papanicolaou with
ates an environment
said, is “one of the most supportive his early work on the
where we meet those
places I’ve ever been as a writer. Pap smear.
people and learn about
This process has been especially
It’s “personal in that
their lives and they also
wonderful because we do have way, and it’s very frank
get to see a project way
this 3 1/2-year-old daughter and and funny, dealing with
before it’s finished, so
they really put their money where people in the ‘60s trying
they’re invested in the
their mouth is in supporting us to to figure out, ‘How do
future of it in a way
Lynn Rosen
bring her with us and getting us the we talk about all this?’
that’s different than
help that we need. It allows us to be It’s a fascinating story,” she said.
other places.”
artists while also not being terrible
Lynn Rosen’s “good old-fashTysen agreed. “It can be a very
parents.”
ioned farce,” the madcap comedy scary experience to share your
Sardelli said she sees in this “The Imperialists,” takes place work, especially when it’s at a very
year’s assortment of shows a cer- in a British-style, “probably fail- early stage, and TheatreWorks untain “open-heartedness; a respite, ing” tea shop in Brooklyn, where derstands that. They understand
in a way, from the onslaught of a daughter tries to free her father the kind of feedback that we want,
news and chaos and crisis” that from his “old-school” colonial ties. and even when things bomb the
plagues everyday life, while still When rumor has it the royal family audience is there to support you,”
being relevant to curwill visit Brooklyn, the he said.
rent issues.
whole neighborhood’s
Kerrigan noted that the writers
The second musical
hopes are high that if especially appreciate being able to
in this year’s festival is
they can just get the ask audience members questions
“Iron John, an Ameriroyals to step through and get feedback even between the
can Ghost Story,” by
the tea-shop’s door, all first and second presentations of
Rebecca Hart and
their various problems their work.
Jacinth Greywoode,
will be solved.
“The way that they handle the
which takes place in
“All of Lynn’s plays writers, they teach us how to interthe same small town in
have to deal with iden- act with the audience as much as
Rebecca Hart
two time periods: 1915,
tity and relevance, they teach the audience to interact
when an Irish housemaid falls in and wrestling with old and new,” with us,” she said. Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
love with an African American Sardelli said.
blacksmith, and the present, focusThe keynote speaker this year Karla Kane can be emailed at
ing on a romance between a white is Amy Ayoub who, like Sardelli, kkane@paweekly.com.
debutante and mixedhails from Las Vegas. A
race neighbor. Directed
longtime political fundWhat: 2019 New Works Festival.
by Ken Savage, a Stanraiser and motivational
Where: Lucie Stern Theatre,
ford graduate who has
speaker, Ayoub revealed
1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.
strong TheatreWorks
in recent years her own
When: Aug. 9-18 (performance
ties, the show, Sardelli
harrowing experience
times vary; see online for
said, is “looking at racwith sex trafficking
complete schedule).
ism in this country and
when she spoke on beCost: Single tickets $20.
this idea that we keep
half of a law to protect
Festival passes $49-$65.
trying to bury the past. Jacinth Greywoode trafficking victims.
Info: theatreworks.org/newLike all good ghost
“For me this year, the
works-initiative/new-worksstories, the things we try to bury theme was really connection: how
festival.
take root and until we actually stories connect us to our past, how
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Eating Out
Super
sweet
Stanford student, YouTuber
behind Kawaii Sweet World,
releases her first cookbook
Story by Maya Homan
Photos by Magali Gauthier
Rachel Fong measures out dry ingredients and mixes up chocolate cake batter as she shoots a how-to baking video
for her YouTube channel Kawaii Sweet World on Aug. 2.

F

or Rachel Fong, baking
isn’t just a fun pastime
but a form of artistic
expression. Fong, a rising junior at Stanford University,
has been experimenting with
baking for the past nine years
on her YouTube channel, Kawaii
Sweet World, and has formulated hundreds of new recipes
and techniques for desserts that
are both visually appealing and
easy to make. Some of her recent
creations include doughnuts that
look like alpacas, color-changing
noodles and cakes that resemble
sushi.
Now, at 20, she is releasing her
first book, “Kawaii Sweet World
Cookbook: 75 Yummy Recipes

for Baking That’s (Almost) Too
Cute To Eat.”
Fong’s creations are not just
meant to be aesthetically pleasing. Her recipes are often whimsical and incorporate a variety of
colors, animals and the occasional pop culture reference.
“‘Kawaii’ is just the Japanese
word for ‘cute,’ and it describes
the style of things like Hello Kitty, Totoro, Pikachu, characters
like that,” Fong said. “The crafts,
DIYs and desserts I make on my
channel are all in that ‘kawaii’
style.”
Fong started her channel in
2010 to enter a contest that required a video entry. She didn’t
win, but discovered how much

she enjoyed making videos and
decided to keep creating them.
“I built a small community that
I really loved,” she said. “Things
just snowballed from there into
making more videos, growing my
audience and eventually building
it out to where it is today.”
The process of making her
videos is arduous. She first has
to settle on an idea and develop
a recipe that will look and taste
good. Once she’s satisfied with
the recipe, she’ll spend anywhere
from six to 10 hours filming at
her studio in the basement of
her family’s house in Piedmont.
She spends another five hours
(continued on next page)

Rachel Fong looks up at the camera as she frames a shot of herself moving filled cake tins while making
a new video for her Kawaii Sweet World channel.
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Baked vanilla cupcakes in Rachel Fong’s studio in Piedmont.

Rachel Fong’s new cookbook features her whimsical recipes.

Eating Out
(continued from previous page)

condensing the footage into an
eight-minute video.
“It’s a lot more work than most
people think it is, but (it’s) still
fun for me and still worth it in
the end,” she said.
Going away to college made it
much harder to find time to devote to the video channel.
“It was already difficult in
high school to balance my time
between YouTube and schoolwork, but then when I got to college it was even more difficult,”
she said. “Living away from my
studio definitely put a strain on
my time, and just trying to adapt
to college in general while balancing my YouTube channel
and writing the cookbook was
challenging.”
She is currently trying to
choose between majoring in mechanical engineering and product
design, an interdisciplinary program that incorporates mechanical engineering and design. She
said she tries to incorporate aesthetics into both her baking videos and academic pursuits.
“When it comes to desserts,
when it comes to products, even
when it comes to something
you’re going to mechanically engineer, visual design is something
that I think I’ll always be interested in,” Fong said.
It wasn’t until recently that she
seriously considered publishing
her recipes.
“It’s always been a dream of
mine to write a cookbook and I
didn’t think it was possible until
my manager said we could just
go for it,” she said. “I think you’d
be surprised how much you can
accomplish just going for your
dreams and your goals.”
Fong’s cookbook, which was
released on July 30, contains 75
new recipes of her own design,
including emoji lemon cookies,
narwhal cake pops and unicorn
cupcakes. Information about it,
and her YouTube channel, can be
found at kawaiisweetworld.com.
Editorial intern Maya Homan
can be emailed at mhoman@
paweekly.com.
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New
Locati
on

Avenidas Village helps older adults:
• Maintain their independence • Get access to resources
• Stay ﬁt and active
• Live in the home they love
• Connect to their community • Enjoy sense of belonging

Learn more by attending a FREE Avenidas Village
Coffee Chat on Friday, August 16, 2pm
and Tuesday, August 27, 2pm
www.avenidas.org

(650) 289-5405

$ .95
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THIN CRUST
PIZZA
(10 MINS)
WOOD FIRE OVEN
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NOW OFFERING
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The second edition of
our free, emailed Peninsula
Foodist newsletter came
out last Wednesday, with
coverage of everything foodrelated going on along the
Peninsula. If you haven’t
subscribed yet, you can sign
up at PaloAltoOnline.com/
express/.
If you did subscribe but
didn’t receive the most
recent edition, check your
email spam folder. Find the
Foodist newsletter and then
report it as “Not Spam” so
your email provider can
recognize it as a legitimate
email in the future. Happy
eating and reading! Q
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Are you getting
the new Peninsula
Foodist newsletter?
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Slice of pizza,
side salad
and drink
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PIZZA

LUNCH
SPECIAL
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ANY
LARGE

CALL FOR DELIVERY 650-424-9400
2305 El Camino Real, Suite A, Palo Alto

www.pizzachicago.com
KEEP IN TOUCH
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Movies
Warner Bros.

Elisabeth Moss, Tiffany Haddish and Melissa McCarthy star in
“The Kitchen.”

Standing the heat
Three women stay in Hell’s ‘Kitchen’
to embrace a life of crime
001/2 (Century 16 & 20, Icon)
Screenwriter Andrea
get sent up the river,
OPENINGS
Berloff makes her ditheir respective wives
rectorial debut with “The Kitch- Kathy Brennan (Melissa Mcen,” which proceeds from a crack- Carthy), Ruby O’Carroll (Tiffany
erjack premise: When three Irish Haddish) and Claire Walsh (Elisamob lieutenants (Brian d’Arcy beth Moss) have little choice but to
James, James Badge Dale and take over their rackets. Kathy has
Jeremy Bobb) from Hell’s Kitchen no poker face — the mother of two

small children wears a stricken expression for most of the film —
but she “Irishes” up her coffee and
gets down to business all the same.
“You’re the smart one,” Ruby
tells Kathy. Of the three women,
Ruby starts out with the thickest skin from facing sexism and
racism as a black wife in an Irish
crime family. Claire feels the
weakest but has the most fiery
motivation to build her strength
after years of domestic abuse,
saying, “I am not getting knocked
around ever again.” For most of
the film, the women are defined
by their singular character trait
and their shared mission: to remind the men (and a sour matriarch played by Margo Martindale) “what family means” and
prove that if the men won’t look
out for them, women can do it for
themselves.
Perhaps because culture has
acclimated to top-notch longform drama on television, “The
Kitchen” feels too sketchy in its
plotting and character development. The raw materials are here
for an interesting look at male-female power dynamics but what’s
pieced together from them rarely
connects with the audience in any
meaningful way. This story could
have something interesting to say
about what it means to rise up in
a man’s world. Does it mean behaving like men? Proving there’s
a better way? Declaring independence from men or declaring truces? Yes, yes, yes and yes. To the
extent that the film answers these
questions, it does so in a fashion

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 42.

more muddy than complex. When
the script does get pointed, it also
gets stupidly blunt (“I’ve never
felt stronger,” Kathy tells her dad.
“You’re a criminal, Kathy,” he
replies).
What begins as a seemingly
kinder, gentler neighborhood
protection racket becomes better
living through guns and a vaulting ambition to expand beyond
Hell’s Kitchen. Because of its
hurried pacing, the film doesn’t

quite make us feel the potentially
Shakespearean sweep of this arc,
either, and the leading performances feel similarly hemmed in
by the script’s limitations. These
women are both Macbeth and
Lady Macbeth to themselves and
each other, which could be fascinating stuff.
Rated R for violence, language
throughout and some sexual content. One hour, 42 minutes.
— Peter Canavese

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
The Art of Dancing in the Rain (PG) Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Bravest (PG-13)

Century 16: Fri.-Sun.

Brian Banks (PG-13)

Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Cabin in the Sky (1943) (Not Rated)

Guild Theatre: Fri.-Sun.

Stanford Theatre: Friday
Palo Alto Square: Fri.-Sun.

David Crosby: Remember My Name (R)

Dora and the Lost City of Gold (PG) Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Farewell (PG) +++1/2 Aquarius Theatre: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Fast & Furious: Hobbs & Shaw (PG-13) Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Kitchen (R) ++1/2 Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Last Black Man in San Francisco (R)
The Lion King (PG)

Century 16: Fri.-Sun.

Lust for Life (Not Rated)
Midsommar (R)

Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Palo Alto Square: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Stanford Theatre: Friday

Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Once Upon a Time ... in Hollywood (R) +++
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Pavarotti (PG-13)
Picnic (Not Rated)

Century 16: Fri.-Sun.

Palo Alto Square: Fri.-Sun.
Stanford Theatre: Sat. & Sun.

Scary Stories to tell in the Dark (PG-13) Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Spider-Man: Far From Home (PG) +++ Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
The Secret Life of Pets 2 (PG)

Sunset Boulevard (1950) (Not Rated)
Toy Story 4 (G) +++1/2
Yesterday (PG-13) ++

Stanford Theatre: Sat. & Sun.

Century 16: Fri.-Sun.

Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241) tinyurl.com/Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City
tinyurl.com/Century20
CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
(For information: 493-0128) tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park
(For recorded listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
ShowPlace Icon: 2575 California St. #601, Mountain View
tinyurl.com/iconMountainView
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org
Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web
at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding
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Palo Alto Weekly

ith kids heading back to
school, you may find yourself with a little extra time on your
hands this fall. So, why not take a
class? Our latest class guide features an assortment of classes and
activities in the arts, career prep, culinary and more. Schools, community organizations, fitness centers
and dance studios throughout the
Midpeninsula are offering plenty of
opportunities to learn together as a
family as well as extracurricular activities for kids of all ages. Whether
you’re looking to expand your mind,
move your body or discover an untapped talent, this guide has something for everyone.
The Class Guide is published
quarterly by the Palo Alto Weekly,
The Almanac and the Mountain
View Voice.

W

4000 Middlefield Road, L-4,
Palo Alto

Private lessons — teaching
golf technique, rules and etiquette
— are available at any level of
experience.

With roots going back to 1979,
Zohar School of Dance holds
a range of adult dance classes
in jazz, contemporary, modern,
ballet, musical theater and tap.
Though mainly an adult studio,
Zohar also welcomes younger students. View class schedules and
2019 events online.

3005 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
650-752-8061
admin@kimgranttennis.com /
kimgranttennis.com
The Kim Grant Tennis Academy
organizes an array of tennis classes
and programs for adults and children, including those with special
needs. Fall registration is open
online.

Zohar School of Dance &
Company
650-494-8221 / zohardance@gmail.
com / zohardancecompany.org

Sports & Outdoors
Baylands Golf Links
1875 Embarcadero Road,
Palo Alto / 650-856-0881
baylandsgolflinks.com

Kim Grant Tennis Academy

United States Youth
Volleyball League
Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow
Drive, Palo Alto
310-212-7008 / info@usyvl.org /

usyvl.org/locations/palo-alto
Run by the league and volunteers, the youth volleyball program allows boys and girls of all
skill levels from ages 7 to 15 to
play and learn the sport in a fun,
supportive and co-ed environment.
Registration for youth volleyball is
currently open online.

Health & Fitness
Equinox
440 Portage Ave., Palo Alto
650-319-1700
equinox.com/clubs/
northern-california/paloalto
Equinox’s Palo Alto location off
fers a variety of fitness and wellness activities including Firestarter, a day’s worth of cardio in 30

minutes; The Pursuit by Equinox,
a cycling experience; and a Barre
and band class.

SoulCycle
600 Stanford Shopping Center,
Palo Alto
650-784-7510 / soulpaloalto@
soul-cycle.com / soul-cycle.com/
studios/palo/28
SoulCycle combines inspirational coaching, high-energy music,
indoor cycling, choreography and
more to create an
enjoyable, fullbody workout.
Riders of all fitness levels and as
young as age 12 can participate in
a variety of classes.
(continued on next page)

Business & Tech
CareerGenerations
2225 E. Bayshore Road,
Palo Alto / 650-320-1639
info@careergenerations.com /
careergenerations.com
CareerGenerations offers group
workshops and programs to meet
the career needs of a variety of
individuals, including
college students lookk
ing for internships,
graduates looking
for employment and
those re-entering the
market.

Dance
Brazivedas
53 Shorebreeze Court,
East Palo Alto
650-644-7343 / brazivedas.com
Brazivedas offers classes in
Brazilian dance, music and marr
tial arts for all ages and experience levels. Classes are held at
several venues, including Lucie
Stern Community Center, Stanford University campus and a
home studio in East Palo Alto.

Dance Connection
4000 Middlefield Road, L-5,
Palo Alto
650-322-7032 / info@
danceconnectionpaloalto.com /
danceconnectionpaloalto.com
Dance Connection offers a preschool combination class for preschool-age children (beginning at
age 3), graded classes for youth
and adults and other programs to
meet dancers’ needs. Ballet, jazz,
tap, hip-hop, lyrical, Pilates and
other instruction is available for
students at various levels of ability. Registration for fall programs
now open
p online.
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gideon hausner jewish day school
450 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto
Kindergarten - 8th Grade | hausner.com
CAIS and WASC Accredited

Join us for a

Community Campus
Tour to learn more
about our K-8 school
in Palo Alto:
Friday, September 20
9:00-10:30 am
Friday, October 18
9:00-10:30 am
Friday, November 22
9:00-10:30 am

RSVP: 650.494.4404
admissions@hausner.com
Operating and scholarship funds partially provided by the Jewish Community Federation
of San Francisco, the Peninsula, Marin and Sonoma Counties.

(continued from previous page)

Studio Kicks
796 San Antonio Road A,
Palo Alto
650-855-9868 / info@
studiokickspaloalto.com /
studiokickspaloalto.com
Studio Kicks is a family fitness
center offering cardio kickboxing
classes and training in martial arts
for children and adults.

Taijiquan Tutelage of
Palo Alto
4000 Middlefield Road, M-4,
Palo Alto.
650-327-9350 / mjchan@ttopa.
com / ttopa.com
At Taijiquan Tutelage of Palo
Alto, established in 1973, students
learn the classical Yang Style Taijiquan Slow Form style of tai chi.
Beginning classes start monthly.

Taoist Tai Chi Society of the
USA
3391 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
600 Colorado Ave., Palo Alto
600 E. Meadow Drive, Palo Alto.
650-396-9244 / taoisttaichi.org/
locations/palo-alto-mitchell-park

The Taoist Tai Chi Society of
the USA, a charitable organization with nationally accredited
volunteers, holds classes designed
to improve balance, strength, flexibility, relaxation and health. Beginner classes are held a few days
each week.

Uforia Studios
819 Ramona St., Palo Alto
650-329-8794 / uforiastudios.com
Uforia Studios offers exercise
classes incorporating dance (Pop
and Hip Hop), cycle classes (Revolutions and Revolutions: Road)
and strength and cardio (Grit).
View available classes and reserve
online.

YogaWorks Palo Alto
440 Kipling St., Palo Alto
650-468-2929 / paloalto@
yogaworks.com / yogaworks.com/
location/palo-alto
With locations across the nation,
YogaWorks studio holds classes on
yin and yang, Vinyasa flow, Iyengar, power and restorative yoga, as
well as TRX, a circuit workout and
circuit training.

Avenidas
4000 Middlefield Road I-2, Palo
Alto / 450 Bryant St., Palo Alto
650-289-5400 / avenidas.org
Avenidas offers a plethora of
classes, as well as lectures and
workshops, for Midpeninsula seniors focusing on topics such as
general health, physical fitness,
languages, humanities, computing,
music and writing. Membership
costs, fees and class descriptions
are listed on the website.

Special needs
Bay Area Friendship Circle
3921 Fabian Way, Suite A023,
Palo Alto
650-858-6990 / bayareafc.org
info@BayAreaFC.org
The Bay Area Friendship Circle
offers programs for children, teens
and young adults with special
needs ages 2 to 22 year-round as
well as winter and summer camps.
Trained teen volunteers provide
one-on-one friendship and support.
For more information or to register
for programs, visit the website.

Language courses
Berlitz Palo Alto Language
Center

EDUCATION
IS for LIFE

159 Homer Ave., Palo Alto
650-294-4362 / berlitz.com/
language-centers/palo-alto
Berlitz provides adult and youth
language instruction in Spanish,
German, French, English and other
languages. Private lessons, tutoring, testing services and cultural
agility training for businesses are
also available.

Language classes at the Palo
Alto Adult School
Palo Alto High School, Tower
Building, 50 Embarcadero Road,
Palo Alto
650-329-3752 / adultschool@
pausd.org / paadultschool.org/
class/world-languages
Classes are offered in Spanish,
French, Italian and Mandarin Chinese. The classes cover beginning
and advanced skills and sometimes literature and arts.

Mind & spirit
Integrated Healing Arts

REGISTER NOW!

PAAdultschool.org (650) 329-3752

4161 El Camino Way, Palo Alto
650-493-7030
iha@integratedhealing.org
integratedhealing.org
Integrated Healing Arts instructors teach ongoing classes
on meditation, self-development,
self-realization, tai chi, qigong and
spiritual health.

Arts
Art Works Studio

PALO ALTO ADULT SCHOOL

offers new classes each
fall, winter, spring, and summer
Art / Birding / Cooking
ESL / Healthcare Training / Music
Upholstery / World Languages / Woodworking
10% discount available at PAAdultSchool.org/coupon
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668 Ramona St., Palo Alto
650-796-1614 /
artworkspaloalto@gmail.com
Art Works Studio holds regular
fine-art classes for youth, who are
given the chance to explore and
learn about art history.

Art & Soul
Webster Street Studio, 2326
Webster St., Palo Alto
650-269-0423 / artandsoulpa.com
Art & Soul runs after-school
art clubs throughout the week at
Walter Hays and Ohlone elementary schools and Gideon Hausner

Fa l l C l a ss G uide
Jewish Day School, in addition to
a club on Wednesdays at its studio.
Programs allow children to explore
drawing, painting and sculpture
techniques, as well as develop their
observational skills. Art & Soul
also offers Art & Wine events for
private groups. Registration for after school programs is open online.

New Mozart School of Music

2100 El Camino Real Suite C,
Palo Alto / 650-324-2373
newmozartschool.com
info@NewMozartSchool.com
New Mozart School of Music
offers music lessons and classes
year-round to students
of all ages and abilities.
Piano, violin, viola, cello,
voice, guitar, flute and
early childhood music
classes are available.

The Midpen Media Center

900 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto
650-494-8686
info@midpenmedia.org
midpenmedia.org
The center offers workshops for
a range of media arts, including
video production, photo enhancement, studio work and more. The
center suggests starting with one
of its free hour-long orientation
sessions.

Pacific Art League

668 Ramona St., Palo Alto.
650-321-3891 /
info@pacificartleague.org
pacificartleague.org
The classes and workshops
at the Pacific Art League are

taught by qualified, experienced
instructors for children and
adults with varying experience.
Instructors teach many mediums,
including drawing, painting, watercolor, printmaking, digital art
and more.

Palo Alto Art Center

1313 Newell Road, Palo Alto
650-329-2366 / cityofpaloalto.
org/gov/depts/csd/artcenter
Palo Alto Art Center classes
and workshops — teaching children, teens and adults — cover
such areas as ceramics, painting,
drawing, jewelry, sculpture, Adobe
PhotoShop and more.

Sur La Table Cooking School

Town & Country Village, 855 El
Camino Real, #57, Palo Alto.
650-289-0019 / cooking073@
surlatable.com / surlatable.
com/category/cat2211278/
Cooking+Classes
Sur La Table offers hands-on
cooking classes, guiding students
in making regional cuisines,
themed meals or special foods like
bread, croissants and baked goods.
Classes for kids, teens and adults
are available.

Silicon Valley Boychoir

600 Homer Ave., Palo Alto
svboychoir.org
info@svboychoir.org
Silicon Valley Boychoir (SVB)
offers rehearsals, musicianship
classes and performance opportunities to boys ages 7 to 17.
Auditions by appointment are
available.

  

Parent education

 

Children’s Health Council
650 Clark Way, Palo Alto
650-326-5530 / info@chconline.
org / chconline.org
Children’s Health Council holds
a variety of classes touching on
child-behavior issues, dyslexia,
anxiety and depression, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism and other topics related to encouraging all children’s success.
All classes are taught by the organization’s experts.




Parents Place

Individualized, self-paced, Montessori curriculum
Emphasis on personal goal setting and time management
Foreign languages, art, and music included for all students
Cultivation of thinking skills and personal values
Year-round, full-day, program for grades 1-8
CALL FOR A PRIVATE TOUR

200 Channing Ave., Palo Alto
650-688-3040
parentsplaceonline.org/peninsula
A resource center for parents,
Parents Place on the Peninsula offers workshops on subjects ranging
from sibling rivalry to building a
child’s self-esteem and confidence.
Parent and child activity groups
are also organized. View upcoming workshops online.

(650) 424-1267

      


HeadsUp!

Child Development Centers

School days

• Year-round, full-day program for ages 0-6
• Individualized Montessori curriculum
• International curriculum (Chinese, Spanish)
• Cultivation of thinking skills & personal values
• Bilingual Chinese-English classroom option

Amigos de Palo Alto
1611 Stanford Ave., Palo Alto
650-493-4300
info@amigosdepaloalto.com
amigosdepaloalto.com
Amigos de Palo Alto is a Spanish-immersion preschool for children 2 1/2 and older. Students are
a mix of native and new Spanish
speakers, and the program combines reading, writing, art and





   



(continued on next page)


  

 

WHEN YOU BUILD CONFIDENCE

THE
EXTRAORDINARY
HAPPENS
At Stratford, students accomplish extraordinary things. Our
advanced yet balanced curriculum propels students to excel
both inside and outside the classroom. Discover a school that
inspires children to become creative problem-solvers, imaginative
innovators, and confident leaders.

Palo Alto Campus

870 N. California Ave.
(650) 493-1151

Now
Enrolling
Preschool
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Preschool State License: 434408056. Copyright © 2019 Stratford Schools, Inc.
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Schedule a campus tour today!
StratfordSchools.com/tours

8th Grade
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Tap into your creative side this Fall!
Art & Music
Classes
Preschool
Art & Music
Private
Music
Lessons
REGISTER NOW!

arts4all.org
t Sept. 8

Art Classes Star

Finn Center, 230 San Antonio Circle, Mountain View
650.917.6800 | Financial Aid Offered

OPEN HOUSE: SEPTEMBER 7TH

EDUCATING LEADERS
for Our ChangingTimes

Bowman School inspires children to love learning
in an academically challenging and internationallyaware program that promotes leadership, respect,
responsibility, and independence.

play to develop a love of learning.
Amigos also offers Spanish-immersion after-school programs for
kindergartners with some Spanish
experience.

Emerson School

2800 W. Bayshore Road, Palo
Alto
650-424-1267 / emersonschool@
headsup.org / headsup.org/
emerson-school
Emerson School provides a
full-day, year-round program for
grades one to eight, teaching a
personalized, Montessori curriculum. Lessons draw from classical
subjects and other areas, including
art, music, foreign language, physical education, communication, life
skills and more. Apply online.

Gideon Hausner Jewish Day
School

450 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto
650-494-8200 / hausner.com
Instructing children in kindergarten through eighth grade,
Gideon Hausner Jewish Day
School provides strong academics,
instruction in Jewish studies and
the Hebrew language, enrichment
opportunities and after-school programs. Schedule a tour online.

HeadsUp! Child
Development Center

2800 W. Bayshore Road, Palo
Alto
650-424-1221, pacdc@headsup.
org, headsup.org/headsup
HeadsUp! Child Development
Center serves infants, toddlers
and preschoolers (to age 6) with
a full-day program, year-round.
The Montessori curriculum focuses on building thinking skills
and personal values. A bilingual
Chinese-English preschool classroom is also available.

International School of the
Peninsula

151 Laura Lane, Palo Alto
650-251-8500 / istp@istp.org
istp.org
International School of the Peninsula is an independent bilingual
immersion day school with two
nursery-to-fifth-grade programs
in French and Mandarin
Chinese, as well as an
international middle
school program. Some
of the programs offered
include media and technology, music, gastronomy and
athletics.

Kehillah Jewish High School

3900 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650-213-9600 / kehillah.org
This college-preparatory high
school (grades 9-12) features modern science and computer labs, art
and music studios, a drama program, a full range of academic
courses with small class sizes,
sports teams and more.

Oshman Family JCC Leslie
Family Preschool

BOWMAN SCHOOL
(650) 813-9131

4000 Terman Rd. (cross street Arastradero) in Palo Alto
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3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto.
650-223-8788 / earlychildhood@
paloaltojcc.org / paloaltojcc.org/
preschool
The Oshman Family JCC’s preschool program provides one- to
five-days-per-week options for
children 18 months to 5 years old

(ages 2 to 4 at Congregation Beth
Am), with an emphasis placed on
experiential learning, family involvement and play. Parent/
caregiver participation programs are available for children 12 to 23 months old.

Living Wisdom High School
of Palo Alto

Cubberley Community Center,
4000 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.
650-646-1066 /
LivingWisdomHighSchool.org
Living Wisdom High School
serves ninth through 12th grade,
and offers a strong emphasis on
personalized learning as well as
project-based, experiential, indepth study rooted in creativity,
inner development, compassion,
critical thinking and problemsolving. Additionally, daily yoga
and meditation instruction is included, and curriculum includes
a balanced approach to academics
and well-being through outdoor
adventures and field trips abroad.
The school opened Fall 2017.

Living Wisdom School of
Palo Alto

456 College Ave., Palo Alto
650-462-8150 / info@
livingwisdomschool.org /
LivingWisdomSchool.org
Offering daily yoga, meditation
and experiential, project-based
learning, Living Wisdom School
has 24 years of proven success
and serves students in transitional
kindergarten through Grade 8. It
offers a 1:6 teacher-student ratio
in kindergarten; an integrated arts
program which includes music,
theater, art and dance; a balanced
approach to technology; and afterschool care.

Meira Academy

3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650-485-3589 / office@
meiraacademy.org
meiraacademy.org
Meira Academy is a traditional,
all-girls Jewish high school devoted to academic excellence in general and Jewish studies, preparing
its students for college, as well as
seminaries in Israel.

Milestones Preschool

3864 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.
650-494-0550 / preschool@
abilitiesunited.org
milestonespreschool.org
Milestones Preschool offers a
year-round, project-based program
that fosters the social, emotional,
cognitive and physical development of children ages 2 to 5.

Mustard Seed Learning
Center

2585 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto
650-494-7389 / info@
mustardseedlearningcenter.org /
mustardseedlearningcenter.org
The Mustard Seed Learning
Center is an after-school tutoring
and care program that teaches local youth to speak Mandarin Chinese, in addition to emphasizing
social development and excellence
in mathematics, science, arts and
music.

Peninsula School

920 Peninsula Way, Menlo Park
650-325-1584
peninsulaschool.org
Peninsula School is a progressive

institution teaching about 250 students from nursery through eighth
grade, with an emphasis on
choice and experience. Classes
cover core subjects as well as
instruction in music, physical
education, drama, ceramics,
woodshop and more.

Sand Hill School

650 Clark Way, Palo Alto
650-688-3605 / info@
sandhillschool.org /
sandhillschool.org
Located at the Children’s Health
Council, Sand Hill School teaches children from kindergarten
through eighth grade with language-based learning differences,
and assists with the attention and
social difficulties that go along
with them. Apply online.

Sora International Preschool
of Palo Alto

701 E. Meadow Drive, Palo Alto
650-493-7672 / info@
sorapreschool.com /
sorapreschool.com
Sora International Preschool
is an English-Japanese bilingual
preschool for children 3 to 6 years
old. The school combines an
early-childhood play experience,
instruction in Japanese and English, and exposure to both cultures
through traditional events.

Something
for everyone
Palo Alto Adult School

Palo Alto High School, Tower
Building, 50 Embarcadero Road,
Palo Alto.
650-329-3752 / adultschool@
pausd.org / paadultschool.org
Computer, language, cooking,
writing, art, outdoor and finance
classes — and many other offerings — are available through the
Palo Alto Adult School. Fall quarter registration begins Aug. 9.

Stanford Continuing Studies

Littlefield Center,
365 Lasuen St., Stanford.
650-725-2650 /
continuingstudies@stanford.edu /
continuingstudies.stanford.edu
Stanford Continuing Studies
organizes classes in liberal arts
and sciences, creative writing and
professional and personal development. Courses are held in the evenings or on Saturdays. Stanford
Continuing Studies also presents
lectures, performances, conferences and other events. Q
Class Guides are published
quarterly in the Palo Alto Weekly,
Mountain View Voice and the Almanac. Descriptions of classes
offered in Palo Alto, Stanford,
Menlo Park, Mountain View,
Atherton, East Palo Alto, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills, Portola Valley and Woodside are provided.
Listings are free and subject to
editing. Due to space constraints,
classes held in the above cities are
given priority.
To inquire about submitting a
listing for the next Class Guide,
email Editorial Assistant Cierra
Bailey at cbailey@paweekly.com
or call 650-223-6526. To place a
paid advertisement in the Class
Guide, call the display advertising department at 650-326-8210.

35th Annual

Palo Alto Weekly

Moonlight
Run & Walk

PRESENTED BY

CORPORATE SPONSORS

EVENT SPONSORS

COMMUNITY SPONSORS
Palo Alto
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 39
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news

Home Front Real Estate Matters

TOILET INSTALLATION ...
Learn how to install a new toilet
or replace an old one at a free
workshop held on Saturday,
Aug. 10, 10-11:30 a.m. at
Home Depot in East Palo Alto.
The workshop, led by a store
associate, will offer an overview
of each step of the installation
process, plus tips for choosing
the best bowl shape, style
and height for your space, and
cover the benefits of watersaving toilets. Home Depot is
located at 1781 E. Bayshore
Road, East Palo Alto. For more
information, call 650-462-6800
or register at homedepot.com/
workshops/#store/6603.
TREE WALK ... Spend the
morning getting to know the
variety of trees growing at East
Palo Alto’s Bell Street Park when
arborist Uriel Hernandez leads a
tree walk for Canopy at the park
on Saturday, Aug. 10, 10 a.m.
to noon. The park is home to
many species, including dawn
redwood, coast live oak, Chinese
elm and a number of palm tree
varieties. Learn about these trees
and find out about Canopy’s work
in helping to expand the urban
forest. This walk will be led in
English with Spanish translation.
Bell Street Park is located at 550
Bell St., East Palo Alto. Register at
canopy.org. Q
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email editor@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Tug of war
Is the U.S.-China trade war affecting
Palo Alto home prices?
by Xin Jiang

he first half of 2019 went by so quickly and left many questions
among real estate professionals about where the market is in the
long-term cycle, as well as where it is heading.
There were 297 Palo Alto homes listed at the Multiple Listing Service for the first half of 2019, a 7.5% drop from the same period of
last year, and 199 homes exchanged hands, a decline of 22% year over
year. The combination of fewer new listings and even fewer homes sold
indicates a much slower market.
Total transaction volume dropped close to 30%, along with a 6%
decline in the median price of homes sold in Palo Alto, which is now
$2.9 million, according to the Multiple Listing
Service. The most recent peak of Palo Alto’s
median home price was in April 2018, at $3.1
million, which dropped quickly to $2.79 million by the end of 2018. While $2.9 million in
the first half of this year appears to be a minor
rebound from the end of last year, with seasonality factored in — i.e., we normally see higher
prices in spring — it’s logical to conclude that
home prices in Palo Alto are heading south.
There have been many other indicators of a
softening real estate market. For instance, 70%
more homes listed in the first half of this year
dropped their prices, compared to the same period last year. Average
days on the market for homes sold also increased from 14 in the first
six months of last year to 21.5 this year. Among the 63 active listings
in Palo Alto as of July 24, there were 13 properties that have been on
the market for more than 100 days. Homes have been selling much
more slowly across all price segments, and especially at the high end.
Sixteen homes were sold above $5 million in the first half of this year,
compared with 35 last year.
Lack of inventory was the main driver of the strong sellers’ market
for a very long period and was the main reason for seemingly everhigher home prices in Palo Alto. However, shrinking demand has led
the market since the latter half of last year. In my column dated July
12, 2018, I predicted that the “U.S.-China trade war could impact home
sales.” The prolonged trade war appears to have finally started to affect
our local property market.
Based on the latest data from the National Association of Realtors,
residential purchases from foreign buyers between April 2018 and March
2019 dropped 36%. Chinese, being the largest foreign buyer group, only
purchased an aggregated $13.4 billion in residential homes in the U.S.

T

BUILDING PERMITS

A listing of building projects approved
by the city of Palo Alto.
1010 Newell Road Temporary power.
2489 Ramona St. Residential reroof (16 sqs) existing deck to remain,
and install new felt and composition
shingles. $10,500.
986 Van Auken Circle Re-roof
house and garage, one structure, 22
squares. $11,560.
180 El Camino Real, Suite H153
Retail tenant improvement for retail
firm Peserico. Retailer to occupy 1910
sf. $25,000.
385 Colorado Ave. Residential kitchen remodel (135 sf) to include appliances, electrical/lighting, sink, range
and hood, countertop and electrical
service change out (100 amp/same
location). No structural or window
changes per contractor. $15,680.
4338 Silva Ave. Replace 40-gallon
water heater in same location. $2,300.
3748 La Selva Drive Revision to include slab foundation detail change.
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641 Fulton St. Temporary power.
590 Forest Ave. Repair gas leaks.
$1,185.
800 E. Charleston Road, Unit 15
Revised scope to add lighting various
locations.
939 Colorado Ave. Residential re-roof
(24 sqs) tear off gravel, built-up asphalt roofing and replace with singlelayer PVC single-ply roof covering.
$14,400.
415 Lambert Ave. Revision to move
trash enclosure location, add washer/
dryer and dihswasher in staff kitchen.
3769 Nathan Way Electrical service
upgrade to 200 amps, same location.
2364 South Court Re-roof house,
flat area only. 76 squares, like for like.
$12,175.
3400 Hillview Ave Install 5 each 120v
receptacles “red zone or lab 2a-4408” room building 4. $6,500.
3115 Bandera Drive Tear off one
existing fiber cement roof. Install CertainTeed fiberglass shingles over 1/2”
plywood and 40lb felt. $36,500.

Getty Images

SHARE FAIRE ... Got an
overflowing yarn or scrapbooking
stash? A hoard of wood or
fabric, buttons or beads? Find
new homes for your craft items,
meet your neighbors and learn a
new skill at the Craft Share Faire
hosted by Transition Palo Alto
on Saturday, Aug. 10, noon2 p.m. at Opal’z in Mountain
View. Bring unwanted items
to the event and take home
stuff you need. You can also
bring things such as garden
produce, books, toys, clothes,
magazines, gardening tools and
working household items. The
event typically features music,
skill sharing, bike repair and
other demos. Opal’z is located
at 897 Independence Ave.,
Building 3, Suite C, Mountain
View. For more information, visit
transitionpaloalto.org.

In the first half of the year, 16 homes in Palo Alto sold above $5
million, compared with 35 homes last year.
for the one-year period ending March 2019. That’s a 56% drop from the
previous year, the steepest decline since 2010. California is normally by
far the most preferred destination for Chinese buyers, representing more
than one-third of total Chinese home purchases in the U.S.
The Midpeninsula, especially the cities of Palo Alto and Atherton, attracts the most affluent Chinese buyers. Many of them were
educated at top universities like Stanford University and University of
California, Berkeley and have strong connections with our local tech
economy. Since the trade war kicked off, I’ve heard from many of
my Chinese buyers that they have been forced to reconsider whether
to continue operations in the U.S. or not. Silicon Valley had been the
ultimate destination for Chinese capital, especially after the 2008 financial crisis. High home prices in Palo Alto, unfortunately, were an
unwanted byproduct of it. But at least for now, Silicon Valley seems
to be losing its attractiveness to Chinese capital. The low enrollment
of overseas students at our local summer camps is another sign of the
drastic change.
What to expect for the fall market? Many anxious sellers want to
bet on a rush around the end of September after lockup agreements
expire for many recent tech IPOs, enabling shareholders of high-profile
companies that went public this year (Slack, Lyft and Uber among
them) to begin cashing out their stock. Compared with overseas buyers,
local demand tends to be flexible about locations. In other words, not
everyone flush with IPO money chooses to come to Palo Alto. Home
prices in Palo Alto may remain soft for quite some time whether you
consider it a more normal market or not. Q
Xin Jiang is a real estate agent with Compass in Palo Alto. She
can be emailed at xin.jiang@compass.com.

SALES AT A GLANCE
Atherton

Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $5,500,000

East Palo Alto

Total sales reported: 3
Lowest sales price: $910,000
Highest sales price: $1,625,000
Average sales price: $1,165,000

Los Altos

Total sales reported: 9
Lowest sales price: $845,000
Highest sales price: $4,300,000
Average sales price: $3,225,900

Los Altos Hills

Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $6,420,000

Menlo Park

Total sales reported: 6
Lowest sales price: $1,025,000
Highest sales price: $3,600,000
Average sales price: $2,158,200

Mountain View

Total sales reported: 14
Lowest sales price: $805,000
Highest sales price: $3,150,000
Average sales price: $1,842,800

Palo Alto

Total sales reported: 8
Lowest sales price: $1,582,000
Highest sales price: $8,900,000
Average sales price: $3,592,800

Portola Valley

Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $2,640,000

Woodside

Total sales reported: 2
Lowest sales price: $3,500,000
Highest sales price: $16,750,000
Average sales price: $10,125,000

Source: California REsource

Spacious Tree-Top Retreat!
OPEN HOUSE Saturday & Sunday
August 10 & 11, 1:30 – 4:30pm
2 MANSION COURT, MENLO PARK
Offered at $2,188,000 | www.2MansionCourt.com
• Serenity awaits in this spacious
3-bedroom, 3.5-bathroom, singlestory end-unit condominium just
blocks from award-winning Menlo
Park schools, parks, shopping,
restaurants, and Stanford University
• An elegant foyer with rich hardwood
ddopVBpyWOzpdtsBKodppsVO_WyWbU
room to the sky, trees, and Western
foothills
• The spacious step-down living room
boasts soaring ceilings, private deck
with breathtaking views, marbleTBKOMoOl_BKOÛJtW_søWbzOsJBoÛBbM
plantation shutters
• The formal dining room easily
seats 8 to 10 people and features
understated transitional design
lighting and built-in storage

• Granite-appointed kitchen with
island range, recessed lighting, lots
of storage, breakfast room with
sliding glass doors to patio, and
access to the laundry room
• pWBJ_O_WUVsø__OMaBpsOoptWsO
opens to a private view deck and
boasts an enormous master bath
with separate vanities, organized
closets, large dressing area,
soaking tub, and separate shower
• Reminiscent of a luxury resort,
this secure and gated hill-top
complex has mature landscaping,
soothing water features, a sunny
shared pool, spa, pool house, and
elevators
• Private storage unit and
designated secure parking

DANTE DRUMMOND
Realtor®/Broker Associate

650.400.9390
dante.drummond@compass.com
License # 00656636

Compass is the brand name used for services provided by one or more of the Compass group of subsidiary companies. Compass is
a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01079009. All
material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been
yOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMOzWsVdtsbdsWKOà!dpsBsOaObsWpaBMOBpsdBKKtoBK|dTBb|
description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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177Ramoso.com

Mid-Century Modern Design
177 RAMOSO ROAD · WESTRIDGE AREA OF PORTOLA VALLEY
MAIN HOME: ±3,845 sf · 4 Bedrooms · 3 Full Bathrooms · 2 Half Bathrooms · Floor-to-Ceiling Windows
GUEST COTTAGE: ±920 sf · 1 Bedroom · 1 Bathroom · Indoor Laundry · 3 Private Balconies

Details
• 2.67 Acres
• Unparalled Privacy
• Views of Windy Hill
• Bordering Stanford’s Jasper
Ridge Biological Preserve
• Tennis Court
• Swimming Pool
• 4 car garage plus car port
• Emergency generator
• Owned Solar

“We chose Alex for his energy, his
knowledge and for our trust in him.”
— Judy and John Doyle
663 Blossom Hill Road, Los Gatos
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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Alex Bouja
650.689.7107
a.bouja@ggsir.com
AlexBouja.com
Lic. #01744054

OPEN SAT 1:30-4:30 & SUN 1:30-4 P M

BY APPT ONLY

OPEN SUNDAY 1:30-4:30 PM

Access thousands of new listings before anyone else,
only at compass.com.

OPEN SUNDAY 1:30-4 PM

Get a head start to
`KU`SzbrmTb_Mà

1131 Hobart Street, Menlo Park
6 Bed | 6.5 Bath | $5,998,000
1131hobartst.com

1206 N Lemon Avenue, Menlo Park
4 Bed | 3.5 Bath | $5,495,000
joe.parsons@compass.com

1175 Hermosa Way, Menlo Park
3 Bed | 2.5 Bath | $4,188,000
liz.daschbach@compass.com

103 Toyon Court, Woodside
4 Bed | 4 Bath | $3,875,000
brad.miller@compass.com

Elizabeth Elliott Maulick
650.799.3130
DRE # 01930548

Joseph Parsons
650.279.8892
DRE # 01449421

Liz Daschbach
650.207.0781
DRE # 00969220

Helen Miller
650.400.3426
DRE # 01142061

BY APPT ONLY

 WMM_OO_M.dBMÛ+B_d_sd
5 Bed | 1.5 Bath | $2,495,000
compass.com

Jeff Stricker
650.823.8057
DRE # 00948847

Stacey Jamison
650.867.7976
DRE # 01996000

Brad Verma
650.665.0894
DRE # 02033592

Cliff Noll
650.823.2065
DRE # 00262285

OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30 PM

OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30 PM

2044 Ashton Avenue, Menlo Park
4 Bed | 2 Bath | $2,648,000
bmvrealestate.com

OPEN SAT 1:30-4:30 PM

OPEN SUNDAY 2-4 PM

238 Beresford Avenue, Redwood City
5 Bed | 4 Bath | $3,198,000
stacey@staceyjamisonrealestate.com

OPEN SAT & SUN 1-4 PM

1571 Morton Avenue, Los Altos
4 Bed | 3.5 Bath | $3,498,000
jstricker.com

BY APPT ONLY

OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4 PM

Brad Miller
650.400.1317
DRE # 00917768

223 Ridge Road, Woodside
3 Bed | 3 Bath | $1,998,000
karin@birdhayes.com

519 S Frances Street, Sunnyvale
3 Bed | 2.5 Bath | $1,800,000
barbsite.com

165 Forest Avenue Unit 2A, Palo Alto
2 Bed | 2 Bath | $1,699,000
compass.com

20 Ludina Way, Redwood City
3 Bed | 3.5 Bath | $1,629,000
20ludina.com

Scott Hayes
650.851.8100
DRE # 01401243

Barbara Williams
650.814.0741
DRE # 01033672

Emely Weissman
650.814.0374
DRE # 01119038

Janie Barman
650.759.1182
DRE # 01270223

BY APPT ONLY

BY APPT ONLY

OPEN SAT & SUN 1-4:30 PM

John Barman
650.380.8440
DRE # 01281597

OPEN SAT & SUN 2-5 PM

Karin Bird
650.207.0940
DRE # 00929166

12343 Julie Lane, Saratoga
3 Bed | 2.5 Bath | $1,525,000
compass.com

1276 Poker Flat Place, San Jose
3 Bed | 2.5 Bath | $1,218,000
lynise.smith@compass.com

427 8th Avenue, Menlo Park
2 Bed | 1 Bath | $1,199,000
mary.gilles@compass.com

1459 Hervey Lane, San Jose
3 Bed | 1 Bath | $1,100,000
compass.com

Ling Lau
650.269.6809
DRE # 01177889

Lynise Smith
650.759.3508
DRE # 02043887

Mary Gilles
650.814.0858
DRE # 01789710

Steve Brinkman
408.691.4000
DRE # 01393259

Compass is the brand name used for services provided by one or more of the Compass group of subsidiary companies. Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws.
WKObpO!taJOoà__aBsOoWB_loOpObsOMVOoOWbWpWbsObMOMTdoWbTdoaBsWdbB_ltoldpOpdb_|BbMWpKdalW_OMTodapdtoKOpMOOaOMoO_WBJ_OJtsVBpbdsJOObyOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMO
without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate. Home must qualify under Compass Concierge guidelines. Subject to additional terms and conditions.
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Urban Tranquility
1611 STONE PINE LANE, MENLO PARK

HOT SUMMER SALES
Today’s news,
sports
& hot picks

A MOVE? A NEW JOB? A NEW SPOUSE?
= A NEW HOUSE!!

Contact:

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”

Fresh news
delivered
daily
Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com/
express

Off the beaten path, this updated 3 bedr
bedroom,
2.5 bath townhome hass quality features and finishes.
fi
finishes
Over 2,500 sq ft of living space, plus an attached
2-car garage. Community pool and park-like grounds.

Realtor, DRE #00620365

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

®

LISTED PRICE: $1,995,000

OPEN SUNDAY 1:00 – 4:00PM

Nancy Goldcamp
Direct: (650) 400-5800
nancy@nancygoldcamp.com | CAL BRE# 00787851
www.nancygoldcamp.com

2355 Sharon Rd., Menlo Park

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

OPEN Saturday & Sunday 1-4

Hosted by:

Geraldine Asmus
Real Estate Advisor
Intero Real Estate
(650) 387-0006
g.asmus@att.net
CALDRE #01328160

Stunningly updated
2 bedroom | 2 bath | 1 level condo!

Offered at $1,395,000
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PALO ALTO WEEKLY OPEN HOMES
EXPLORE REAL ESTATE HEADLINES, NEIGHBORHOOD GUIDES, MAPS AND PRIOR SALE INFO ON www.PaloAltoOnline.com/real_estate

LEGEND: CONDO (C), TOWNHOME (T).

ATHERTON

236 Camino Al Lago
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$14,995,000
6 BD/5 BA
324-4456

LA HONDA

166 Cuesta Real
Sun 2:30-4:30
Compass

364 Benvenue Av
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$4,750,000
4 BD/4.5 BA
900-7000

941 Highland Cir
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group Realtors

$2,798,000
4 BD/3 BA
388-0029

154 Bridgton Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group Realtors

$8,588,000
5 BD/6.5+ BA
(408) 391-7582

LOS ALTOS HILLS

13074 La Cresta Dr
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty
10776 Mora Dr
Sun 1:30-4
Sereno Group Realtors
27500 La Vida Real
By Appointment Only
DeLeon Realty

$3,886,000
3 BD/2 BA
(408) 828-1579
$3,998,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
900-7000
$4,195,000
4 BD/2 BA
947-2992

$49,990,000
5 BD/7 + 5 Half BA
900-7000

12501 Zappettini Ct
$8,888,000
Sun 2-4
6 BD/7.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
889-0889

MENLO PARK

441 6th Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group Realtors

HOME OF THE WEEK

$988,000
2 BD/2 BA
207-0940

LOS ALTOS

14554 Debell Rd
Sun 1-4
Sereno Group Realtors

PORTOLA VALLEY

FEATURED

580 WASHINGTON AVE.
PALO ALTO
OPEN
SAT/SUN 1:30-4:30PM
3 bed, 2.5 bath
Offered at $4,199,000

650.387.5224
1080 Klamath Dr
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams

$4,298,000
4 BD/4.5 BA
703-6948

2191 Monterey Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$3,995,000
4 BD/4 BA
324-4456

1206 N Lemon Av
Sat 1:30-4:30/Sun 1:30-4
Compass

$5,495,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
279-8892

1131 Hobart St
Sun 1:30-4
Compass

$5,998,000
6 BD/6.5 BA
799-3130

MOUNTAIN VIEW
$949,000
2 BD/1 BA
796-9580

1921 Rock St #22
Sun 1-4
Sereno Group Realtors

$1,895,000
2 BD/1 BA
796-4732

436 Church St
$2,898,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
4 BD/3 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
776-2828

1155 Merrill St #104 (C)
Sat 12-3/Sun 1-4
Intero

$1,195,000
2 BD/2 BA
464-3284

910 San Marcos Cir
Sat/Sun 1:30-4
Coldwell Banker

2355 Sharon Rd (C)
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero

$1,395,000
2 BD/2 BA
387-0006

770 15th Av
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$1,950,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
900-7000

933 Hermosa Way
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$4,250,000
3 BD/3 BA
855-9700

2151 Manzanita Av
$2,495,000
Sun 2-4
3 BD/2 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
703-8644
1000 Middle
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$2,285,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
855-9700

157 Newbridge St
Sat 1-4
Coldwell Banker
2 Mansion Ct (C)
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$2,488,000
2 BD/2 BA
900-7000

165 Forest Av 2A
Sat 1:30-4:30
Compass

$1,699,000
2 BD/2 BA
814-0374

2102 Old Page Mill Rd
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,295,000
3 BD/3 BA
207-1555

684 Georgia Av
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$2,988,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
900-7000

638 Middlefield Rd
Sat 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,195,000
4 BD/4 BA
324-4456

$1,088,000
3 BD/1.5 BA
451-8164

158 Rinconada Av
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$4,558,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
465-4663

$2,188,000
3 BD/3.5 BA
400-9390

369 Churchill Av
By Appointment Only
DeLeon Realty

$3,198,000
3 BD/4 BA
387-1115

1246 Pitman Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group Realtors

2044 Ashton Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$2,648,000
4 BD/2 BA
665-0894

1039 University Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Yarkin Realty

210 Escobar Rd
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,195,000
3 BD/3 BA
324-4456

116 Russell Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$1,895,000
3 BD/2 BA
269-4768

660 La Mesa Dr
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$2,788,000
4 BD/3 BA
900-7000

REDWOOD CITY
20 Ludina Way
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$1,629,000
3 BD/3.5 BA
759-1182

159 Nimitz Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$1,728,000
3 BD/2 BA
900-7000

3655 Jefferson Av (T)
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams
238 Beresford Av
Sun 2-4
Compass
1300 Stockbridge Av
Sat 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,699,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
906-0640
$3,198,000
5 BD/4 BA
867-7976
$3,095,000
5 BD/5.5 BA
575-9037

SAN MATEO
629 42nd Av
$2,498,000
Sun 2-4
4 BD/3.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
408-656-9816
3916 Fernwood St
Sat 1:30-3
Coldwell Banker

$5400/month
4 BD/2 BA
408-644-5041

SARATOGA
12343 Julie Ln (T)
Sat/Sun 2-5
Compass

$1,525,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
269-6809

SUNNYVALE
839 Dartshire Wy
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$2,499,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
900-7000

WOODSIDE
20255 Skyline Blvd
Sat 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$2,150,000
3 BD/3 BA
851-1961

370 Mountain Home Ct
By Appointment Only
DeLeon Realty
103 Toyon Ct
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$17,988,000
3+1 BD/5.5 BA
900-7000
$3,875,000
4 BD/4 BA
400-1317

The ﬁrst step in planning your weekend starts here

$1,899,000
4 BD/2 BA
415-572-1595

138 Coleridge Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

1 Brent Ct (T)
Sun 1:30-4:30
Intero

$3,790,000
3 BD/5 BA
851-2666

$878,000
2 BD/1.5 BA
465-0755

1061 Lucky Av
Sat/Sun 1-4:30
Keller Williams

PALO ALTO

180 Cherokee Way
Sat/Sun 2-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$39,988,000
5 BD/7 + 3 Half BA
900-7000
$6,198,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
269-7266

Your weekly email with tips and insights
about hot events and cool activities
• Music
• Eating out
• Movies
• Fun and free

• Art exhibits
• Theater
• Lectures
and learning

SIGN UP AT

PaloAltoOnline.com/
express/weekend
Presented by

$13,500,000
5 BD/5 BA
387-4242
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Sports
Shorts

PREP FOOTBALL

Sacred Heart Prep
will line up and
take its best shot

OLYMPIC QUALIFYING … The
United States men’s national
volleyball team hope to join the
American women at the 2020
Tokyo Olympics with a successful
run in the men’s FIVB Olympic
Qualifier that opens Friday in various
cities around the world. The U.S.
(13-7) opens against Belgium at
Ahoy Arena in Rotterdam. The
Netherlands meet South Korea in the
other opener. Stanford grads Erik
Shoji and Kawika Shoji are current
members of the U.S. team and
earned a bronze medal at the 2016
Rio Olympics, as did Stanford alum
Matt Fuerbringer as an assistant
coach.

WHAT A RACKET … Stanford grad
Kristie Ahn earned a main draw
wild card entry into the US Open
on Tuesday night by winning the
US Open Wild Card Challenge. Ahn
came through qualifying to reach the
quarterfinals of the Mubadala Silicon
Valley Classic WTA Premier event in
San Jose … Palo Alto High grad Lily
Zhang earned a silver medal, with
teammate Yue Wu, in the womenís
doubles at the Pan American Games
in Lima, Peru. Zhang and Wu fell to a
team from Puerto Rico in seven sets,
7-11, 11-8, 10-12, 11-7, 6-11, 11-8, 117, in the gold medal match. Zhang,
the reigning U.S. womenís singles
champion, also lost in seven sets
in the quarterfinals of the singles
tournament.

ON THE AIR
Friday

FIVB men’s volleyball: USA vs.
Belgium at Rotterdam, 7 p.m., NBCSN

Saturday

USA Gymnastics: U.S. Championships at Kansas City, 5 p.m., NBCSN
FIVB men’s volleyball: USA vs.
South Korea at Rotterdam, 7 p.m.,
NBCSN

Sunday

USA Gymnastics: U.S. Championships at Kansas City, 1 p.m., KNTV
FIVB men’s volleyball: USA vs.
Netherlands at Rotterdam, 7:30 p.m.,
NBCSN

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

acred Heart Prep made big progress last season, going from 3-7 in Mark Grieb’s first year
as head coach to 11-2, a season that concluded
with a 35-34 loss to Aptos in the Central Coast Section Open Division III championship game.
The Gators lost some talented seniors off that team,
particularly on the line, but
the future looked bright with
a number of key contributors
returning.
But over the offseason
Raymond Price III, who
started every game at quarterback as a sophomore, announced he was transferring
to Menlo-Atherton.
Mark Grieb
“Ultimately he felt M-A was
the best fit for him,’’ Grieb said. “I wish him the
best.’’
Grieb feels he has a capable replacement in Teddy
Purcell.
“It’ll be a switch when you lose a guy like Raymond who was such an athlete,’’ Grieb said. “But
we have an excellent quarterback in Teddy Purcell.
He has demonstrated outstanding leadership, had a
phenomenal year at the JV level throwing the ball accurately down the field. While it will look different,
Teddy brings some real talent.
He can keep teams honest and
open up room for the ground
game. I’m not concerned about
the quarterback position at all.
I’m more concerned about
filling the line positions. They
make everything go.’’
The offensive line is always
a key for SHP in its run-oriented fly offense. The holes
on the line were created by the
Tevita Moimoi
graduation of Jake Davison
and Ben Horvath. Peter Desler and Cole Guttner are
returning starters. Desler played center last year but
might move to tackle. Guttner started at guard.
Tevita Moimoi (6-0, 220) returns as the featured

S

Samson Axe is Menlo’s top returning running back. He rushed for nearly 800 yards
last year.

PREP FOOTBALL

Knights look to ride the
waves in Ocean Division
Numbers have improved for Menlo School

by Glenn Reeves
Menlo’s season took a downward turn
series of circumstances contributed in a 42-3 loss to eventual state champion
to last year being the wrong time for Menlo-Atherton when quarterback Kevin
the Menlo School football team to Alarcon went down with a broken collarmove up to the Peninsula Athletic League’s bone. The injury forced Alarcon to miss
Bay Division.
baseball season and he has just this week
The Knights were 4-2 after beating Half been cleared to join the football team.
Moon Bay in their Bay Division opener
Bowie said he plans to take it slow with
before being outscored 218-64 in their last easing Alarcon back into action and anfour games of the season.
ticipates Justin Sellers, who took over
“Last year, being down in numbers, hav- for Alarcon last year, will be the starting
ing a new coach and moving up
quarterback in Menlo’s season
to the Bay, it was like a perfect
opener Aug. 31 against Fremont
storm,’’ Menlo coach Josh Bowof Oakland.
ie said.
Whoever is running the team
It was a tough time for an
at quarterback will have Jaden
undermanned team to be in the
Richardson as a primary passBay. Four of the other five Bay
catching target, Richardson (6-2,
teams advanced to CCS cham185) received several offers this
pionship games.
off-season from colleges such as
Menlo has moved back down
Whittier, Grinnell and Tufts.
to the PAL Ocean this season,
“He’s got a great attitude, he’s
which should give the team a
fast and strong,’’ Bowie said. “I
Josh Bowie
better chance to compete. In
think he still might get some of2017, the last time the Knights were in the fers from lower-level Division I schools.’’
Ocean, they won the division title and adSamson Axe returns at running back afvanced to the Central Coast Section Divi- ter rushing for 797 yards and eight touchsion V championship game.
downs a season ago.
“Being in the Ocean should have its ben“He takes a load off Justin and Jaden,’’
efits,’’ Bowie said. “And we have 30 guys Bowie said. “A hard guy to bring down.’’
after last year only having 21. That should
(continued on page 42)
make a difference.’’

A
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(continued on page 42)

Eric Taylor

READ MORE ONLINE

by Glenn Reeves

Pam McKenney/Menlo Athletics

IN THE SWIM … Stanford grad
and Olympic gold medalist Lia
Neal helped the U.S. womenís 400
freestyle relay win the gold medal at
the Pan American Games. Neal went
55.67 to give the Americans an early
lead and Claire Rasmus, Kendyl
Stewart and Margo Geer kept it the
rest of the way, finishing in 3:39.59
… Stanford junior Brooke Forde
came with 0.19 seconds of a national
swimming title, placing second in the
400 individual medley at the Phillips
66 USA National Championships
at Stanford. She swam 4:36.06 to
earn her second medal. Stanford
sophomore swimmer Daniel
Roy finished second to Cal’s
Reece Whitley in the 200 meter
breaststroke.

Gators need to solidify offensive line

Teddy Purcell will handle the quarterback
position when the season opens for the Gators.

Marketplace
AmiCare
SERVICES INCORPORATED

Quality and affordable
services right at the
comfort of your home.

Keith Peters

Katie Ledecky, despite feeling ill, did win her 15th world championship final in South Korea.

CALL FOR
A FREE NURSE
ASSESSMENT

(650) 526-8810

Housing Rental

Roomy 3 bdrm,
2.5 bath townhouse
duplex S. Palo Alto
on Middlefield near
Charleston. Cats or
small dog OK.
$4,700
650-391.8875

To place an ad call 650.223.6582 or email digitalads@paweekly.com.

USA SWIMMING

Ledecky’s setback nothing big
World record holder on track for Olympic trials

by Glenn Reeves
from the beginning as she does at
unning into a roadblock full health.
thrown up by a health is“I was probably around 80,
sue was a new experience 85%,’’ Ledecky said. “Just tried
for former Stanford All-American to stay in the race and put on a
Katie Ledecky at the FINA World kick the last 50. I didn’t care about
Championships in Gwangju, time. The only goal was to go for
South Korea.
a medal.’’
Ledecky, the greatA trying experience,
est distance freestyler
for sure, but one she
in swimming history,
feels she can benefit
the world record holder
from in the long run.
in the 400, 800 and
“I learned a lot about
1,500-meter freestyle
managing
energy,
events, finished secmanaging things I can
ond in the 400 free and
control,’’ she said. “It
withdrew from the 200
was kind of tough that
and 1,500 due to what
something got in my
she described as a “visystem, threw me for a
Katie Ledecky
rus, something that reloop.’’
ally threw me for a loop,’’ Ledecky
So now she’s enjoying a relaxsaid in a session with media at the ing session of being a spectator at
Phillips 66 USA National Cham- nationals.
pionships at Stanford. “I guess I’ve
“I was always planning on combeen fortunate that nothing like ing back here, watching the meet
this ever happened to me before. at my school, catching up with my
Some things you just can’t control. teammates,’’ Ledecky said. “This
I’m glad it happened this year in- was one of my first big meets at
stead of next year.’’
senior nationals. It’s been cool to
She came back to help the U.S. watch some of the A finals with
take silver in the 4x200 relay and four swimmers in it who are 16 or
to win the 800 with a kick at the 17 years old.”
end rather than scorching the field
She’s not taking any classes at

R

Keith Peters

Stanford this school year, but she’s
helping out on a psychology department research program in the
mind and body lab, an activity that
she feels provides some balance in
her life as a competitive swimmer.
And despite the setback in Korea, she feels she’s right where she
needs to be for the 2020 Olympic
Games.
“I feel real good about where I’m
at,’’ Ledecky said. “I have a lot of
confidence from where I’ve been
in training. I feel I can build on this
year, build on my training and get
ready for the Olympic Trials.’’
She is hyper aware that her past
dominance is no guarantee of future success.
“Obviously the world is getting faster as well,’’ Ledecky said
“There were some really great
swims in all my races at Worlds.
But I’m sure you’ll see me going
faster once I’m healthy.’’
The event she feels she has the
greatest room to improve in is her
shortest event, the 200.
“Speed doesn’t come very naturally to me,’’ Ledecky said. “Now
that I’m training for 200 through
1,500, I’ll need to focus a little
more on the 200.’’ Q

Employment
BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY

HP Inc. is accepting resumes
for the position of Business
Planning Specialist in Palo
Alto, CA (Ref. #HPIPALZARS1).
Define the metrics required
to measure business
performance, compares
actual data to forecasted
values, and develops the
process for identifying and
addressing performance
gaps. Mail resume to HP Inc.,
c/o Yesenia Tejada, 3390 E
Harmony Road, Fort Collins,
CO 80528. Resume must
include Ref. #, full name, email
address & mailing address. No
phone calls. Must be legally
authorized to work in U.S.
without sponsorship. EOE.

Box, Inc. is accepting
resumes for the position
of Staff Security Engineer
in Redwood City, CA
(Ref. #AHCD). Provides
security evaluation against
applications which are not
yet public. Collaborates with
other teams at Box to address
identified security concerns.
Mail resume to Attn: People
Operations, Box, Inc., 900
Jefferson Ave., Redwood
City, CA 94063. Resume
must include Ref. #AHCD,
full name, email address
& mailing address. No
phone calls. Must be legally
authorized to work in U.S.
without sponsorship. EOE.

BUSINESS
HP Inc. is accepting resumes for the position of Senior
Treasury Analyst in Palo Alto, CA (Ref. # HPCPAOHCP1).
Apply treasury subject matter expertise in one or more
areas of specialization to contribute to treasury programs
of high complexity. Analyze financial data to summarize
findings, draw conclusions, and make treasury program
recommendations to project teams. Mail resume to HP
Inc., c/o Yesenia Tejada, 3390 E Harmony Road, Fort Collins,
CO 80528. Resume must include Ref. #, full name, email
address & mailing address. No phone calls. Must be legally
authorized to work in U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.

PAN AMERICAN GAMES
TECHNOLOGY

Williams making a point with USA hoops

Box, Inc. is accepting resumes for the position of Senior
Technical Product Specialist in Redwood City, CA (Ref. #EBUR).
Assist with the strategy and business execution of the product
area(s) or business unit(s) by defining the strategy and product
roadmap to execute on the team’s mission. Prioritize resources
to deliver on the project in a timely manner while evaluating
tradeoffs (technical, customer, financial and/or operational).
Telecommuting permitted. Mail resume to Attn: People
Operations, Box, Inc., 900 Jefferson Ave., Redwood City, CA 94063.
Resume must include Ref. #EBUR, full name, email address &
mailing address. No phone calls. Must be legally authorized to
work in U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.

Stanford Cardinal junior had six assists in win over Virgin Islands

S

teammate Alyssa Jerome, who
plays for the Canadians.
The U.S. scored the game’s first
seven points and never trailed.
Mompremier scored with 4:06 left
to play in the first quarter, giving
the Americans a 16-6 edge.
Kiana Williams hit a 3-pointer two minutes into the second
quarter, sparking a 13-0 run from
which Colombia never recovered.
The Americans went into halftime, leading 47-21.
In sailing, incoming Stanford
freshman Hallie Schiffman advanced into the finals at the Pan
Am Games, completing a 10-race
series in Mixed Two Person Dinghy with a third-place finish on
Thursday, more than enough to
advance. Q

Deliver this newspaper
Courtesy of Stanford Athletics

by Rick Eymer
tanford junior Kiana Williams scored seven points,
recorded three steals and
had three rebounds as the U.S.
women’s basketball team downed
Colombia 75-63 on the final day
of preliminary play at the Pan
American Games in Lima, Peru
on Thursday.
Beatrice Mompremier scored
15 points to lead the Americans,
who take a 3-0 record into Friday’s semifinal game against
Canada. Michaela Onyenwere
added 14 points and a game-high
nine rebounds.
Williams, who had a gamehigh six assists in USA’s 103-55
victory over the Virgin Islands
on Wednesday, will face Stanford

Kiana Williams helped the U.S.
stay unbeaten in three games of
the Pan American Games.

Deliver the Palo Alto Weekly to street racks and businesses every
Friday morning. Must have vehicle, insurance and clean driving
record. Knowledge of local streets and friendly attitude a plus.
Contact pbeller@paweekly.com.

To place an ad or get a quote,
contact Nico Navarrete at 650.223.6582
or email digitalads@paweekly.com.
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Sports

SHP football

Menlo football

(continued from page 40)

(continued from page 40)

running back. He rushed for 1,005
yards last season and has been
picking up numerous offers from
colleges, most recently from Harvard, Columbia and San Diego,
among others.
“A great athlete, a great student who devotes a lot of time in
service,’’ Grieb said of Moimoi.
“And he’s really humble. He’s
good at motivating guys, getting
them to show toughness.’’
Dante Cacchione, the leading receiver a year ago with 29
catches for 437 yards, returns as a
primary pass-catching target for
Purcell
Alejandro Torres, Tafu Mahoni
and Thomas Hardy are vying for
time at fullback. Bryant Gavello,
Jackson Girouard and Wilson
Weisel are the flybacks.
Hardy and Charlie Selna (6-6,
220) will start on the defensive
line. JP Frimel is a standout at
linebacker.
“He’s just been fantastic as far
as being a team leader,’’ Grieb
said.
Moimoi will also play
linebacker.
Five of the 10 teams that played
for CCS championships last year
were from the Peninsula Athletic
League. The Gators finished second in the PAL Bay behind M-A,
the CCS Division I and eventual
state 3-AA champion. CCS Division IV champion Burlingame

and D-V champion The King’s
Academy have both moved up to
the Bay this season.
“M-A is the favorite,’’ Grieb
said. “They were dominant last
year. They lost some players but
they have a lot coming back.
Burlingame is going to be tough.
Those two jump out at you.’’ Q

Six offensive linemen return
led by center James Marren, who
didn’t miss a snap last year, so
there’s grounds for optimism with
the Menlo offense.
Defense will provide more of
the questions.
“We play seven or eight fully
committed running teams,’’
Bowie said, reeling off the names
of Half Moon Bay, San Mateo,
Hillsdale, Carlmont, Sequoia and
Sacred Heart Prep. “Historically
Menlo has done well defensively
against passing teams, not so
much against running teams.’’
Some top performers on defense
include safety Chris D’alencon,
nickelback Tyler Flynn, inside
linebackers RJ Babiera and Adam
Kasser and defensive end Jackson
Randal.Q

SACRED HEART PREP
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

MENLO SCHOOL
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Date

Date

Dante Cacchione is one of
SHP’s top receivers.

Opponent

Aug. 31 vs. Carlmont

Time

Opponent

Time

2 p.m.

Aug. 31 vs. Fremont (Oak.)

Sept. 7 vs. St. Ignatius

3 p.m.

Sept. 6 at Piedmont

Sept. 13 at Half Moon Bay

7 p.m.

Sept. 13 vs. Santa Clara

Sept. 21 vs. Hillsdale

2 p.m.

Sept. 20 vs. Francis Parker

Oct. 4

3 p.m.

Oct. 4

Oct. 11 at Aragon*

7 p.m.

Oct. 11 vs. Carlmont*

Oct. 18 at Menlo-Atherton*

7 p.m.

Oct. 18 at Half Moon Bay*

vs. Terra Nova*

2 p.m.
7 p.m.

vs. Hillsdale*

3:15 p.m.
4 p.m.
3 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

Oct. 25 vs. The King’s Academy* 7 p.m.

Oct. 25 at San Mateo*

7 p.m.

Nov. 1

at Burlingame*

7 p.m.

Nov. 2

at Sequoia*

7 p.m.

Nov. 8

vs., Menlo at Sequoia

7 p.m.

Nov. 8

vs. SHP at Sequoia

7 p.m.

*PAL Bay Division games

Across
1 Door piece
5 “Good Eats” host Brown
10 Geometric art style
14 Miscellany
15 Jordan heard in “Toy Story 4”
16 Island WNW of Molokai
17 Speedometer locations
19 Sandpaper grade
20 Song starter
21 Oktoberfest snack
23 Language suffix
24 2006 Nintendo debut
26 High-priced Japanese beef
29 Part of the French Revolution noted for
guillotines
34 Brad’s “Once Upon a Time in Hollywood”
costar
35 New Zealander, informally
36 Workout unit
37 Corner office occupant
40 Pageant wear
42 Kiddo
43 Waze, for one
44 ___ Bizkit
45 Intelligence-gathering org.
47 Cheerleader’s equivalent to “jazz hands”
51 Willamette University locale
52 Positive vote
53 “Barry” network
56 Canadian beer orders
60 Word after trade or credit
62 Pro sports org. with teams whose names
begin the four theme entries
64 Annual June celebration
66 Leave suddenly
67 Like almost all music
68 ___ noire (fearsome thing)
69 Overly ornate
70 “Thong Song” performer
71 Georgia used to be part of it

Sacred Heart Prep’s Bryant Gavello will be a running back as well
as play defense.

“Kickin’ It Around” — visualize your goals. by Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 26.

Answers on page 26.

Down
1 “Hotel Artemis” star Foster
2 Alda and Arkin, for two
3 Title that’s usually abbreviated
4 1922 physics Nobelist Niels
5 GI’s address
6 “___ lizards!” (comment from Annie)
7 Oreg., formerly
8 “Ye” follower, sometimes
9 Fit like Russian dolls
10 Folded-over page corner
11 Tea flavored with bergamot
12 Life force
13 On loan
18 Ziggy Stardust’s alter ego
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22 Two, to Tom Tykwer
25 Outfielder’s yell
27 Part of NYSE
28 Instinctive impulse
30 Golfer Ernie
31 Giraffe-like creature
32 Christmas tree type
33 Like some country songs
37 Les Claypool’s instrument
38 “___ Gangnam style ...”
39 Tells a secret
41 Global currency org.
42 Steamrolled stuff
44 Life partner?
46 No-___ (gnat)

*PAL Bay Division games

www.sudoku.name

48 “Are you kidding me?”
49 Where Microsoft trades
50 Polishes
54 Bertie ___ Every Flavour Beans (“Harry
Potter” candy)
55 “___ Majesty’s Secret Service”
57 Units with nos.
58 “Star Trek” counselor Deanna
59 Sardine containers
61 Celebrity chef Matsuhisa, or his restaurant
62 Pelicans’ gp.
63 Kids’ card game for two
65 “Xanadu” group, initially
© 2019 Matt Jones

COLDWELL BANKER

Cupertino ]1SJDF6QPO3FRVFTU
3FNPEFMFELJUDIFOCBUIJOCSCBUPXOIPNFTPBSJOHDFJMJOH PBLnPPST QPPMT HZN 
QMBZHSPVOET/FBSUFDIFNQMPZFSTTIPQT$VQFSUJOPTDIPPMTþ

Portola Valley | $11,000
4QBDJPVTCSCB4QBOJTITUZMFIPNF

Katherine Greene
650.291.3695
LBUIFSJOFHSFFOF!DCOPSDBMDPN
CalRE#01881284

Elias Dayeh
408.478.0126
FMJBTEBZFI!DCOPSDBMDPN
CalRE#02018234

HOME

Where conversations are shared and culinary masterpieces are created.
This is home, and it starts with Coldwell Banker®.

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal verification. Real estate agents affiliated
with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. ©2019 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC.
Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
414911SFSV_07/18 CalRE #01908304.
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Hillsborough | $6,995,000
4QSBXMJOH DPOUFNQPSBSZmWFCFESPPN TJYCBUIIPNFQMVTHVFTUIPVTF-PXFS4PVUI)JMMTCPSPVHIMPDBUJPO1PPM 5FOOJT$PVSU XBMLUPEPXOUPXO4BO.BUFP
/JDL$PSDPMFPUFT
CalRE#00614270
$BN5IPNQTPO
CalRE#01295759

Menlo Park | $6,488,000
"MVYVSJPVTIPNFJOJEZMMJD4IBSPO)FJHIUT(PSHFPVTEFTJHOGFBUVSFTSVOUISPVHIUIFOFXMZSFNPEFMFEJOUFSJPSXJUISFmOJTIFEIBSEXPPEnPPST SJDIDSPXONPMEJOHT EFTJHOFSXBMMQBQFS 'SFODIEPPST CBZXJOEPXT DPG
GFSFEDFJMJOHTBOESFDFTTFEMJHIUJOH5IJTHSBDJPVTIPNFTQBOTBDSPTTUISFFMFWFMTBOECPBTUTmWFCFESPPNT TFWFOCBUISPPNT BTUVEZ BHBNFSPPNXJUIBXFUCBSBOEBXJOFDFMMBS
Gina Gonzales
650.804.1099
(JOB(PO[BMFT!DCOPSDBMDPN
CalRE#01860444

Capay | $2,700,000
$BQBZ7BMMFZJTSJDIXJUIDPMPSGVMIJTUPSZ BXFJOTQJSJOHTDFOFSZ BOEBQMFUIPSBPGBDUJWJUJFTGPSBMMUBTUFT-PDBUFEJOUIFDFOUFSPGUIJTCFBVUJGVMTUSFUDIPGGFSUJMFMBOE XJUISPMMJOHIJMMTJTBVOJRVF BDSFQSPQFSUZ"WBSJFUZ
PGPQQPSUVOJUJFTBXBJUoXJUIPWFSBDSFTBMPOH)JHIXBZUIBUBSF[POFEDPNNFSDJBMoUIFQSPQFSUZQSPWJEFTQMFOUZPGPQUJPOTUPFYQMPSF5IJTJTBSBSFPQQPSUVOJUZþ
Enayat Boroumand
650.330.5769
&OBZBU#PSPVNBOE!DCOPSDBMDPN
CalRE#01235734

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal verification. Real estate agents affiliated
with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. ©2019 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC.
Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
414911SFSV_07/18 CalRE #01908304.
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